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CHAPTER 1 

SUPRAMOLECULAR CHEMISTRY: TOP-DOWN VS. BOTTOM-UP  

  

 

      Few scientists acquainted with the chemistry of 

biological systems at the molecular level can avoid being inspired.  

 

− Donald Cram 

 

 

I am among those who think that science has great beauty.  

A scientist in his laboratory is not only a technician:  

he is also a child placed before natural phenomena 

 which impress him like a fairy tale. 

 

− Marie Curie 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Self-organization and self-assembly are intriguing phenomena in the world of chemistry, 

physics and especially biology. There are many accepted “definitions” of both phenomena[1]  

in different fields of application and the terms are often used as synonyms as well. To avoid 

confusion, the term self-assembly will here solely be used and considered as the controlled 

formation of higher order architectures from small building blocks using weak interactions. 

Especially in the field of supramolecular chemistry, molecules are held together by (multiple 

of) these weak interactions such as hydrogen-bonds, dipole-dipole interactions or dispersion 

forces. The energy of these weak interactions between molecules and molecular structures is 

in the order of the thermal energy (kT) and so supramolecular systems are very dynamic: 

weak interactions are broken and formed within (a fraction of) seconds. The shallow energy 

barriers provide supramolecular systems with extraordinary properties compared to the more 

rigid covalently bonded systems.    

 

1.2 THE ORIGIN OF SUPRAMOLECULAR CHEMISTRY 

Initially research regarding self-assembly and supramolecular chemistry was dominated by 

the investigation of biological systems[2,3] such as enzymes, proteins and viral capsids. 

Host-guest chemistry and the well-known lock-key principle were already described for 

enzymes in 1894 by Emil Fischer[2]. Despite the fact that self-assembly of biological systems 

is still a major field of research, numerous interesting synthetic systems have emerged over 

the last decades, starting among others with the pioneering work of Nobel laureates 

Jean-Marie Lehn, Charles Pedersen and Donald Cram in their research “beyond the molecule” 

of e.g. crown ethers[4,5] and cryptands[5,6] (see also Figure 1- 1).   

 

Figure 1- 1. (a) 18-crown-6[6] receptor interacting with ammonium via hydrogen bonding; (b,c) novel crown 

ethers synthesized by Reinhoudt[7] in 1975 based on the reaction of 2,5-bis(hydroxymethyl)furan and 

1,3-bis(bromomethyl)benzene with poly ethylene glycolates/ditosylates. 

a b c 
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 Over the past decades detailed studies of crown ether receptors provided new insights into 

mechanisms for catalysis[8] and chiral recognition[9]. Other cyclic supramolecular receptors 

like cucurbiturils[10], cyclodextrins[11], rotaxanes and catenanes[12] were studied as well and the 

reversible recognition of these cyclic receptors[13] is nowadays applied in a variety of fields 

reaching from single molecule electronics[12c,14], materials science[15,16] to drug delivery[17]. An 

overview of the wide range of applications of such bio-inspired materials is shown in 

Figure 1- 2. 

Figure 1- 2. Several applications based on supramolecular interactions: (a) light harvesting antenna (from 

Rhodobacter sphaeroides) deposited on a cyclodextrin molecular printboard (1-5)[15d]; (b) supramolecular 

hydrogen-bonded polymers for biomedical applications[16a]; (c) supramolecular electronic switches based on 

bistable [2]rotaxanes[14b]. The green and red sites on the dumbbell components correspond to tetrathiafulvalene 

(TTF) and dioxynapthyl (DNP) units, respectively. Using oxidation and reduction cycles the cyclobis(paraquat-

p-phenylene)-ring (blue) can be moved from the green to the red site and vice versa. Image adapted and 

compiled from refs. 14b, 15d and 16a. Steuerman, D.W.; Tseng, H.-R.; Peters, A.J.; Flood, A.H.; Jeppesen, J.O. Nielsen, 

K.A.; Stoddart, J.F.; Heath, J.R. Molecular-Mechanical Switch-Based Solid-State Electrochromic Devices. Angew. Chem. 

Int. Ed. 2004, 43, 6486-6491. Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA. Reproduced with permission. 
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As is also demonstrated in Figure 1- 2, nature provides us with inspiring sources of complex 

and energy efficient examples of self-assembling systems based on weak interactions. The 3D 

conformation of DNA[18] and a wide variety of proteins are only two of the fascinating 

examples of nature’s ability to utilize self-assembly and provide our human body with 

extraordinary functionalities. These examples have led to the development of compelling 

materials, such as hydrogen-bond-based (biocompatible) polymers with self-healing 

properties[16,19]. Furthermore a novel class of bio-inspired catalysts was developed by Fréchet 

and co-workers which mimics the spatial confinement of reactive centres in a multistep 

cascade reaction[20]. Without these confined synthetic pockets almost no enzymatic activity is 

observed. So a fundamental understanding of these processes on the single molecule level, 

where confinement effects can be probed, is essential to achieve a broader understanding on 

any level of biological processes. 

Since the 3D geometry, and as a consequence enzymatic activity, of many biomolecules 

depends on supramolecular interactions it is highly interesting to study these molecular 

assemblies or “supermolecules” in more detail. Self-assembly of these macromolecules takes 

place due to an intricate balance of attractive and repulsive forces created by weak 

non-covalent interactions (such as van der Waals and Coulomb interactions, hydrophobic 

effects and hydrogen-bonds). The energy of these pairwise interactions is generally in the 

order of the thermal energy (kT) and so these self-assembled systems have very subtle 

equilibrium conditions. Small fluctuations in confined environmental conditions may 

subsequently cause large (non-linear) responses and hence the behaviour of these systems 

based on weak interactions is often hard to predict. Moreover, most systems can often be 

kinetically (or kinetically and thermodynamically) controlled[21], so different (meta)stable 

equilibrium states can be present. The reversible characteristics and kinetic control open up 

possibilities to control molecular chirality[22], which introduces additional complexity in the 

system. 

Challenges in studying and understanding these biological processes often arise due to the 

complexity of the system and the need for simplified model systems still exists. Hence a 

complete understanding of these systems can only be obtained if they are studied on all levels 

of complexity: from single molecule to bulk. This becomes even more important now that 

recent studies using single molecule techniques have demonstrated that the information 

obtained in such single molecule experiments can be significantly different (see also 

Figure 1- 3) from that given by the ensemble-averaged studies[23]. Using single molecule 
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 techniques, slow fluctuations in the enzymatic dynamics of the oxidation of cholesterol[24] 

could for instance be detected, which would otherwise have been hidden in ensemble 

averaged data. Hence, the observation of only ensemble averaged bulk properties may hide 

interesting phenomena, such as certain transition states[25], electronic localization 

phenomena[23a] or the influence of molecular aggregates in solution. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1- 3. Schematic overview of single molecule versus bulk ensemble experiments: although a bulk 

measurement would provide the same result for the situation on the left and right (3 on- and 3 off-states: average 

=  ½), a single molecule experiment would be able to detect the two different states (on- or off-state).  

 

Emerging single molecule approaches[26] will therefore contribute to a new level of 

understanding, since the immediate local environment is probed and small fluctuations can be 

observed. Using these single molecule techniques, energy efficient nanomachines and 

quantum computers, as for instance envisioned by Richard Feynman[27], might no longer be 

science fiction in the near future.   

For initial single molecules studies on supramolecular interactions, supramolecular polymers 

appear to be a good candidate, since limited complexity is present compared to biological 

systems. Furthermore materials science might benefit substantially from these single molecule 

studies since new self-healing materials – based on supramolecular (hydrogen-bond) 

interactions – might be developed using the knowledge that is obtained in studies of single 

molecule interactions in these synthetic supramolecular systems.  

 

1.3 SUPRAMOLECULAR POLYMERS 

Supramolecular polymers are macromolecules which consist of monomeric buildings blocks 

that are held together by non-convalent weak interactions. These weak interactions are often 
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(highly) directional and therefore contribute largely to the 3D structure these polymer chains 

adopt. Although there are several types of supramolecular polymers such as 

metallo-supramolecular[28] and hydrogen-bonded polymers[29], it is the latter class that 

resembles the hydrogen-bond building blocks of nature more closely. This close resemblance, 

and the fact that these polymers are also often used in materials science, makes 

hydrogen-bonded supramolecular polymers ideal candidates to study single molecule 

supramolecular interactions. The properties of hydrogen-bonded polymers strongly depend on 

the number of bonds and strength of the hydrogen-bonded arrays that are responsible for the 

reversible interaction between (polymer) segments. Nowadays a wide variety of 

hydrogen-bonded polymers is available including supramolecular block-copolymers[30] and 

supramolecular polymer networks[31]. A schematic overview of various arrangements of these 

polymers is presented in Figure 1- 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1- 4. Schematical overview of a variety of supramolecular hydrogen-bonded polymers: (a) formation of 

complementary A-A urea-aminotriazine-based supramolecular polymers; (b) via thermodynamic and kinetic 

control a variety of supramolecular polymers – with a broad range of properties – can be formed from only two 

different A-B monomers; (c) supramolecular polymer with multiple reactive side chains. A very dynamic 

entangled network can be formed if polymer chains form hydrogen-bonded crosslinks.  

a 

b 
c 
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 To be able to understand structure-property relationships and design and develop these 

materials, it is of vital importance to probe the contribution of the different molecular scale 

contributors to hydrogen-bond strength in solution. The hydrogen-bond strength of 

(supra)molecular complexes in different solvents is usually determined by measuring the 

concentration-dependent transition of dimers to monomers in the solvent of interest, e.g. with 

isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) or nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR). 

Unfortunately these techniques rely on ensemble averaged bulk data which may hide 

interesting local environmental effects in close proximity of the bond. Since supramolecular 

hydrogen-bonded systems are nowadays used and further developed as building blocks e.g. 

for self-healing polymers[19] and molecular motors[32], single molecule measurements will 

provide new molecular level insight to support this development for future applications. 

Furthermore single molecule investigations are interesting from a fundamental point of view 

due to the disparity of theoretical calculations[33] and bulk measurements of equilibrium 

dimerization constants Kdim observed in several of these systems[34,35]. 

 

 

1.4 THESIS WORK 

The work described in this thesis aims at a better understanding of the structure-property 

relationships of supramolecular assemblies – with a specific focus on hydrogen-bonded 

dimers and polymers – by combining ensemble averaged and single molecule techniques. 

Chapter 2 will give an overview of a variety of hydrogen-bonded supramolecular dimers and 

polymers. Furthermore solvent effects influencing the hydrogen-bond stability of these 

supramolecular assemblies will be discussed. Finally, an overview of single molecule 

techniques – with a special focus on Atomic Force Microscopy-based Single Molecule Force 

Spectroscopy (AFM-based SMFS) – is provided. Single molecule techniques have proven to 

provide a more detailed understanding of phenomena that occur on small length or time 

scales[22,24], which can not be studied with conventional bulk analysis techniques. Thus, single 

molecule data obtained via AFM-based SMFS may shed light on the disparity of theoretical 

calculations[33] and bulk measurements of equilibrium dimerization constants Kdim observed in 

several of these supramolecular hydrogen-bonded systems[34,35]. 

Chapter 3 covers the synthesis and characterization of self-assembling supramolecular 

hydrogen-bonded ureidopyrimidinone (UPy) arrays in the bulk as well as at surfaces. In 
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particular AFM-based SMFS was used to investigate the energy landscape of the 

hydrogen-bonds of UPy-dimers and polymers in hexadecane. Exploiting the 

Kramers-Bell-Evans approach[36-39], this technique directly yielded the equilibrium 

dimerization constant Kdim based on the measured bond strength values at different bond 

loading rates (stretching rates) of individual molecules. AFM-based SMFS provided 

quantitative estimates for the value of the equilibrium dimerization constant Kdim for (UPy)2 in 

hexadecane. So AFM-based SMFS enables one to study hydrogen-bond stability where 

common methods like isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) and even fluorescence microscopy tend to fail due their detection limit. In addition, 

this technique circumvents possible solubility and aggregation problems in various solvents 

and hence yields hydrogen-bond strength data of complementary quadruple hydrogen-bonded 

arrays also in these notoriously difficult situations. The formation and bond failure of 

supramolecular UPy-polymers was studied in Chapter 3 as well. The rupture force observed 

as a function of the number of linkers N was in quantitative agreement with the theory on 

uncooperative bond rupture for supramolecular linkages switched in series. 

In Chapter 4 the study of a second quadruple hydrogen-bonded system is reported, which 

closely resembles the well-studied UPy hydrogen-bonded array. A urea-aminotriazine 

(UAT)-based quadruple hydrogen-bonded array was synthesized and characterized in bulk 

and at the surface. The close resemblance of this UAT moiety with the well-studied (UPy)2 

array provided the opportunity to investigate the influences of molecular structure, geometry 

and other contributions that might affect the hydrogen-bond strength. Using AFM-based 

SMFS measurements the value of the dimerization constant Kdim for UAT in hexadecane was 

determined and a structural comparison with the previously obtained data for Kdim of UPy in 

hexadecane is provided. 

The AFM-based single molecule investigation of supramolecular hydrogen-bonded 

UAT-based polymers in hexadecane is discussed in Chapter 5. In line with the obtained data 

for UPy-based supramolecular polymers in Chapter 3 the observed rupture force was a 

function of the number of linkers N. A quantitative agreement with the theory on 

uncooperative bond rupture for supramolecular linkages switched in series could be 

demonstrated for a UAT-based supramolecular polymer as well. 

Chapter 6 presents an overview of Upy dimers and polymers studied in polar solvents 

(2-propanol and 1-nonanol) and mixtures of polar and apolar solvents (2-propanol and 

hexadecane). The observed rupture forces, hint at a possible influence of molecular 
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 aggregates, c.q. clusters of solvent molecules, on the hydrogen-bond strength of (UPy)2 in 

2-propanol, 1-nonanol and mixtures of 2-propanol and hexadecane. This observation stresses 

the need for single molecule measurements and bottom-up developments for supramolecular 

nanoscale applications. Like Purcell[40] already demonstrated mathematically in 1976: 

downscaling of traditionally designed systems does not always provide the desired or 

expected function in nanoscale environments. In his work “Life at low Reynolds numbers” 

Purcell demonstrated among others that inertia no longer plays a role for micron-sized or even 

smaller particles, and so this phenomenon has to be taken into account for top-down design. 

Hence when (supramolecular) self-assembled nanostructures are designed and developed, like 

for instance molecular motors, it is important to consider the effects that play a role at similar 

length scales, such as the possible existence of molecular aggregates and their influence on 

the designed (nano)structures. 

Chapter 7 provides an outlook on future developments, which may create opportunities to 

enhance our understanding of the key contributors to hydrogen-bond stability and their 

influence on the stability and function of higher architectures or even bulk materials. 

Furthermore the feasibility of AFM-based SMFS as a tool for (single molecule) bond strength 

analysis is discussed. Ultimately this work contributes to a better understanding of the 

structure-property relationships that determine the bond strength and resulting bulk properties 

of these supramolecular systems.  
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CHAPTER 2 

SINGLE MOLECULE MECHANICS OF SUPRAMOLECULAR HYDROGEN-BONDED 

SYSTEMS 

  

Ludwig Boltzmann, who spent much of his life studying 
statistical mechanics, died in 1906, by his own hand. Paul 

Ehrenfest, carrying on the work, died similarly in 1933. Now 
it is our turn to study statistical mechanics. 

Perhaps it will be wise to approach the subject cautiously. 

 

− David Goodstein 
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interactions. A schematic overview of bond types and their accompanying strength is 

presented in Table 2- 1. 

 

Bond type 
Bond energy 

[kT] 

Bond energy 

[kJ/mol] 

Range of action  

(dep. on r)* 
Characteristics 

Covalent 100-300 200-800 
Short range:  

0.1-0.2 nm 

highly 

directional 

Ionic 
100-300 and 

above 

200-800& and 

above 
Long range# (1/r) 

influenced by 

dielectric 

permittivity of 

solvent 

Hydrogen-bond 5-10 10-40 Short range (1/r2) 
moderately 

directional 

Dipole-dipole 0.5-2 1-5 
Short range: 0.1 

nm (1/r3) 

bond strength 

depends on 

angle between 

dipole moments 

Van der Waals ~1 ~3 Short range (1/r6) 

acts between all 

atoms and 

molecules 

Table 2- 1. Various bond types and their characteristic bond strengths (or bond energies): *the dependence of the 

bond energy on the radius between species (atoms and/or ions) provides a measure for the range of action of the 

force; &lattice energies of 4000 kJ/mol have even been reported (MgO); #for isolated NaCl ions it can be 

calculated that for a separation r larger than 50 nm the Coulomb energy will drop below kT, hence they are 

classified as long range interactions. Data was taken from ref. 8.  

 

2.2.1 Covalent bonds (non metallic) 

Covalent bonds are formed when binding electrons from the outer electron shell are shared 

between atoms and the discrete nature of the individual atoms is lost. Covalent forces are 

therefore defined as the forces that bind these atoms together. Based on the valency of the 

atoms involved, the covalent bonds determine the way the individual atoms will arrange in 

molecules or crystal lattices. So covalent bonds are directional and the formation of covalent 

bonds leads to distinct bond angles. Especially when double or triple bonds are formed, the 
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flexibility and rotational freedom of the molecule may be limited to a large extent. Covalent 

forces have an action radius on the order of the interatomic separation (0.1-0.2 nm) and the 

bond strength or bond energy lies mainly in the range of 100-300 kT (product of Boltzmann 

constant k and temperature T: at 298 K, kT = 2.5 kJ/mol).  

 

2.2.2 Ionic interactions 

A large difference in electronegativity of atoms can cause the transfer of one or more 

electrons upon which ionic species are formed. The ionic (electrostatic) interaction of the 

- now charged – atoms is similar or even stronger than covalent forces and is defined by the 

Coulomb force��

�

���� � ��	�

����
 �

��	�
	�

����
� (and ���� � � �����

� � ��	�
	�

���� ) Equation 2-1 

with F(r) the radius-dependent force, Q1 and Q2 the charges of the ions (or z1 and z2 the ionic 

valencies) and ε0 the dielectric permittivity of vacuum, ε the dielectric permittivity of the 

medium, e the elementary electron charge and W(r) the radius-dependent potential energy.  

 

Characteristic for Coulomb forces are the high bond strength, the long range working distance 

and the disadvantageous influence of charge screening on the ionic bond strength in media 

with high dielectric constants such as water. 

 

2.2.3 Dipole-dipole interactions 

An inhomogeneous electron distribution (and so a difference in electronegativity) which is not 

sufficient to provoke electron transfer can still cause attractive and repulsive interactions 

between molecules with a so called dipole moment. The strength of this dipole-dipole 

interaction depends on the apparent dipole moment as well as the orientation and is obviously 

not as strong as ionic interactions. In comparison, the maximum attractive energy of two point 

dipoles which are perfectly aligned and oriented relative to each other at a distance r, is 

defined as: 

���� � ����	�

�����    +     -  r   +      -     Equation 2-2 

with μ1 and μ2 the electric dipole moments.  
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As can be directly observed from the two equations for ionic and dipole-dipole interactions, 

the energy of dipole-dipole forces have a 1/r3 dependency compared to a 1/r dependency for 

ionic interactions. As a consequence the range of action of these dipole-dipole interactions is 

considerably smaller than ionic interactions and so no long-range alignment of these polar 

molecules has been observed in liquid environment. 

 

2.2.4 Coordinative bonds 

Coordinative bonds are well known in nature, and have delicately tunable bond strengths 

which lie in between the stronger covalent bonds and the weaker dipole-dipole interactions. 

Examples can be found in the iron-complexes (heme groups) in metalloproteins like 

hemoglobin which are able to bind oxygen in our red blood cells, as well serve as 

anti-oxidants and iron-regulators in the body. Coordinative bonds are formed when at least 

one electron pair of a ligand is donated to a central atom or ion. The strength of these bonds, 

and hence the life-time, can be fine-tuned using a specific ligand and central atoms/ions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.5 Van der Waals interactions 

Van der Waals interactions are omnipresent, belong to the group of weak interactions and act 

between all molecules and atoms. Three contributions to the Van der Waals force can be 

discerned: 

 

 
Figure 2- 3. (a) Coordinative bonds of a heme group which is formed due to the interaction of an electron pair 

of a double unoccupied orbital of nitrogen (N) and iron (Fe2+). In biology these heme groups, in for instance 

hemoglobin, bind large amounts of oxygen; (b) schematic ribbon structure of the metalloprotein hemoglobin. 

Heme groups can be clearly witnessed in between the α-helices of the protein.  

a b 
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- Keesom forces: forces acting between rotating permanent dipoles (Boltzmann 

averaged) 

- Debye forces: forces acting between a permanent dipole and the accompanying 

induced dipole 

- London dispersion forces: forces acting between two induced dipoles 

 

From the three contributions mentioned above only the London dispersion forces are always 

present and act also between neutral atoms and molecules without any permanent dipole 

moment. The origin of dispersion forces can be found in quantum mechanics, however the 

resulting interaction is mainly electrostatic in nature. The dispersion force results basically 

from the fact that a finite dipole moments can exist (even for a nonpolar molecule) due to the 

position of the orbiting electrons. This dipole moment polarizes all nearby neutral atoms by its 

electric field, which creates an attractive force between the two atoms. The London dispersion 

forces are often considered as the most important contribution to the total Van der Waals 

force and are known to affect: the properties of gases, liquids and thin films, surface tension, 

wetting behavior, (physical) adsorption and adhesion. Debye and Keesom forces are only 

observed in case permanent dipoles are present and are – just like dispersion forces between 

neutral atoms - rather short-range interactions. Debye (or induction) forces are found when 

polar and nonpolar molecules interact, whereas Keesom (or orientation) forces are observed 

when polar molecules interact. The interaction energy of all Van der Waals forces varies with 

the inverse sixth power of the distance.  

 

 

2.2.6 Hydrogen-bonds 

Hydrogen-bonds are clearly electrostatic in nature. The exceptionally high melting and 

boiling point of a low molar mass liquid like water demonstrates that additive hydrogen-bond 

interactions can approach quasi-covalent bond strengths. Hydrogen-bonds, generally denoted 

as Y⋅⋅⋅H-X, can be formed between electronegative atoms (Y=N, O, F) and hydrogen atoms 

which are covalently attached to electronegative atoms (X-H). Intermolecular distances 

therefore show a quasi-covalent character and are often much smaller than the sum of the Van 

der Waals radii (for ice O-Hintra = 0.10 nm, O⋅⋅⋅H = 0.176 nm and rVdW = 0.26 nm). Depending 

on the X and Y atoms involved and the geometry, the strength of these hydrogen-bonds lies 

between 10-40 kJ/mol (5-10 kT). Thus these bonds are typically much stronger than Van der 
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can be modeled using synthetic analogs such as supramolecular polymers: macromolecules 

which consist of monomeric buildings blocks that are held together by non-convalent weak 

interactions such as hydrogen-bonds. 

 

Figure 2- 6. Chemical structure of DNA which forms the well-known DNA double helix via hydrogen-bonding 

(either A-DNA, B-DNA and Z-DNA can be formed (represented in ball-stick models)): adenine-thymine and 

guanine-cytosine form two and three hydrogen-bonds per base pair respectively. Image was adapted from 

http://images.wikia.com/psychology/images/b/b1/A-DNA,_B-DNA_and_Z-DNA.png. 

 

Detailed knowledge of intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen-bonds would in turn 

enable us to design novel supramolecular hydrogen-bonded polymers[17b-e] which were 

already briefly discussed in Chapter 1. These hydrogen-bonded polymers can be exceptionally 

stable even in polar solvents[13b,18]. Due to the reversible interactions these polymers display 

special properties (see also Figure 2- 7) and can be used as self-healing materials[17]. As was 

demonstrated by Sijbesma, Meijer and co-workers[19] and more recently by Leibler and 

co-workers[20], a new and exciting class of polymer materials can be ingeniously designed 

utilizing supramolecular hydrogen-bonding building blocks such as for instance widely 

available urea moieties. Furthermore recent studies have demonstrated chiral control and 

amplification based on benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxamide hydrogen-bonded polymers[21]. Chiral 

control is frequently observed in nature, but complete synthetic control is hard to achieve. The 

effectiveness of certain drugs and medicines greatly relies on enantiopure materials. Therefore 
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studying chiral recognition and control based on hydrogen-bond interactions may lead to 

synthetic routes to synthesize 100% enantiopure medicines and drugs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on solvent polarity the material properties of supramolecular benzene-1,3,5-

tricarboxamide supramolecular polymers can be fine-tuned as well: supramolecular nanorods 

will be stabilized by apolar solvents and hence increase material strength. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2- 8. Solvent polarity controlled supramolecular nanorod formation of benzene-1,3,5-carboxamide 

supramolecular polymers[22]. Image was adapted from ref. 22. 

 

A theoretical approach on the bond strength of these hydrogen-bonded arrays in chloroform 

was introduced by Sartorius and Schneider[23], based on primary and secondary interactions. 

 

Figure 2- 7. (a) Examples of designed supramolecular polymers based on ureidopyrimidone units[19]. 

Polymers are held together by bifunctional monomer units. Depending on the linker in between the 

hydrogen-bond units polymers, different properties can be obtained; (b) benzene-1,3,5-carboxamide 

self-assembles into triple hydrogen-bonded helices in water. By introducing hydrophobic chiral amino acid 

substituents in the outer shell the handedness and stability of the helix can be controlled[18]. Image was 

adapted and compiled from refs. 18 and 19. 
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Primary interactions can be defined as the hydrogen-bond interaction itself, whereas 

secondary interactions are defined as the repulsive or attractive interactions between 

neighboring hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors, as is displayed in Figure 2- 9.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2- 9. Schematic representation of different hydrogen-bonded arrays and their primary (P) and secondary 

(S) hydrogen-bond interactions with predicted values for free energy of binding ΔG (kJ/mol) and the binding 

constant K (M-1) in chloroform (ΔG/K). P=primary interaction (ΔGp = 7.9 kJ/mol); S=secondary interaction, 

either repulsive or attractive (ΔGs = 2.9 kJ/mol). Image was adapted from ref. 23. 

 

According to this approach hydrogen-bond strength is based on additive interactions: a 

primary hydrogen-bond contributes -7.9 kJ/mol to the free energy of binding ΔGbinding 

whereas a secondary hydrogen-bond contributes 2.9 kJ/mol to ΔGbinding (either positive 

(repulsive) or negative (attractive)). Although this additive scheme can be used to predict a 

certain range of dimer hydrogen-bond strength, various experimental approaches[24,15] have 

demonstrated that also large deviations can be found. Furthermore the existence and 

influences of cooperative effects[13] in these supramolecular systems are still under debate and 

are unaccounted for in this model. 
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Already more than twenty years ago, Lehn and co-workers created liquid crystalline polymers 

from solid starting materials with triple hydrogen-bond functionalities. In this process fibers 

with long triple helix-based structures were formed based on molecular recognition[28]. More 

recently Rebek and co-workers[29] synthesized a calixarene-based supramolecular polymer 

and discussed its use as a “programmable” polymer, where the preferential association can be 

used as a binary code. Finally Leibler and co-workers[20] recently demonstrated the fabrication 

of a self-healing polymer which is able to maintain its strength to a significant degree after the 

materials is cut and stored away separately for almost a day. These materials can be of use in 

many applications ranging from children’s toys to adjustable O-rings.      

 

The properties of hydrogen-bonded polymers strongly depend on the number of bonds (see 

Figure 2- 9), the strength and the bonding environment of the hydrogen-bonded arrays that 

forms the reversible interaction between polymer segments. The bond strength depends on the 

dipole moment (O--H+, N--H+ and F--H+), the geometry (c.q. hydrogen-bond angle), stability 

of tautomers and/or substituents of the hydrogen-bond. Furthermore Figure 2- 8 already 

demonstrates the distinct influence of solvent polarity on the hydrogen-bond strength. Polar 

solvents tend to destabilize hydrogen-bond interactions since the dipole interactions of the 

solvent compete with those of the solute. To be able to understand structure-property 

relationships and design these materials, it is of vital importance to identify the key molecular 

contributors to hydrogen-bond strength in solution. Previous studies by Sijbesma and 

Meijer[15] already indicated that these contributions are insufficiently covered by currently 

available models[22], which are based on primary and secondary hydrogen-bond interactions. 

Furthermore these models assume that bond energy per hydrogen-bond interaction is additive, 

which is clearly not the case if cooperativity plays a role[13]. Generally positive cooperativity 

is observed where multiple interactions stabilize the system. This is for instance demonstrated 

for the stacking of UPy dimers. Based on 2D nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR; in CHCl3) 

the cooperative stacking of UPy hydrogen-bond dimers was found to introduce a difference in 

the lifetime from 80 ms to 1600 ms for each individual unit in the duplex[32]. So cooperative 

effects may influence the bond life time over orders of magnitudes.    

The bulk (hydrogen-)bond strength of materials in different solvents is generally studied using 

the concentration-dependent transition of dimers to monomers in the solvent of interest, which 

can among others be determined by isothermal titration calorimetry[30] (ITC) or nuclear 

magnetic resonance[15,31,33] (NMR) spectroscopy. These techniques are very convenient to 
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study hydrogen-bonded arrays with low hydrogen-bond strengths. However, accurate analysis 

of arrays with high dimerization constants in (relatively) non-polar solvents (e.g. chloroform, 

toluene and hexadecane) becomes far more complicated because of the inherent limits of 

detection. This has been demonstrated by the Meijer-group in their effort to determine 

accurate values for the dimer binding constant of UPy (ureidopyrimidinone, DDAA-array) in 

chloroform. Ultimately, fluorescence spectroscopy techniques provided the necessary 

accuracy[32]. Although feasible, such studies require a suitable fluorescent label that does not 

display any crosstalk with the hydrogen-bonded array. Furthermore the solubility of the 

labeled and unlabeled hydrogen-bonded arrays should be similar in the solvent used. Thus, 

although fluorescent spectroscopy was used for the analysis of strong binding (UPy)2 

complexes by Meijer et al.[33], the requirements mentioned above can seriously hamper the 

applicability. 

The methods described above provide bulk ensemble averaged data and hence the direct 

(solvent) environment of a single hydrogen-bonded array can not be probed, but a general 

understanding of a bulk “hydrogen-bonded array-solvent” system is provided. These methods 

can however not be used to study the influence of local solvent-ligand/receptor interactions. 

Exactly these local solvent-hydrogen-bonded array interactions receive growing attention 

since these hydrogen-bonded arrays are currently used as building blocks for single molecule 

motors[37]. Leigh and co-workers[37] demonstrated that the rate of rotation for their single 

molecule rotary motors could be controlled by a change in solvent polarity. When methanol or 

DMSO were added to the single molecule rotary motors in bulk, the ground state interactions 

were weakened substantially, which resulted in an increased rate of rotation. On a single 

molecule level a small solvent “contamination” or the presence of a mixed solvent could 

create a specific distribution of single molecule rotary velocities states. This demonstrates the 

necessity of studying solvent effects on hydrogen-bonded arrays especially on a single 

molecule level if the unconvoluted values are to be determined.   

 

2.4 SOLVENT EFFECTS ON A SINGLE MOLECULE LEVEL  

As was previously discussed, the polarity of the solvent plays a major role in the bond 

strength of hydrogen-bonded arrays. This is directly related to the influence of competitive 

dispersion interactions between the solvent and the solute molecules. The association constant 

(Keq/Kdim) – which is a measure for the free energy of binding ΔG (c.q. bond strength) – of 
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hydrogen-bonded species has been studied for a large number of species in solvents as well as 

in the gas phase. The affinity or equilibrium constant Keq is governed by the kinetic rate 

constants, kon and koff: Keq = kon/koff. In equilibrium, koff is the rate of complex dissociation, 

whereas, kon corresponds to the rate of complex formation. From the value of koff, the bond 

lifetime of the complex in equilibrium can be determined: toff(0) = koff
-1.  

Many approaches focused on deriving structural constants for hydrogen-bond strength of a 

certain range of species. However, Abrahams and Platts[34] demonstrated that – for small and 

simple molecules – hydrogen-bond interactions between two functional groups can be 

approximated by a simple and straightforward relationship. The only parameters involved are 

the solvent-dependent constants c1 and c2, the functional group constant for the 

hydrogen-bond donor α2
H and the hydrogen-bond acceptor β2

H: 

 

���� � �� �!"�! # ��                  Equation 2-3 

 

The solvent-dependent constant c1 accounts for the main contribution of the solvent, whereas 

the constant c2 represents the adverse effect when a non-covalent complex of two species is 

formed in solution (~ +5kJ/mol). Since the molecular motion of the solute species is only 

slightly restricted here, this effect is rather small (compared to for instance covalent bond 

formation in solution)[35]. 

Based on the competition depicted in Figure 2- 11 between solvent-solute, solute-solute and 

solvent-solvent an estimate for the free energy of binding of the hydrogen-bond interaction in 

any solvent can be obtained using the hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor constants for the 

solute (α and β) and the hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor constant for the solvent (αs and 

βs)
[36].  

This approach leads to a general profile for the hydrogen-bond interactions between two 

neutral functional groups in any solution. The general profile in Figure 2- 11 provides a 

schematic of the solvents effects that will play a role in reversible hydrogen-bond interactions. 

In the two regimes were solvent-solute interactions dominate, hydrogen-bond interactions 

between the functional groups are less favorable. In the third regime solute-solute interactions 

dominate and hence hydrogen-bonding is favorable.  
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Figure 2- 11. General scheme for the hydrogen-bond interaction of two neutral functional groups in any solvent. 

Based on the competition between solvent-solute, solute-solute and solvent-solvent an estimate for the free 

energy of binding of the hydrogen-bond interaction in any solvent can be obtained using the hydrogen-bond 

donor and acceptor constants for the solute (α and β) and the hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor constant for the 

solvent (αs and βs).  Image was adapted from ref. 36. 

 

However also in the fourth regime, the so-called solvophobic zone where solvent-solvent 

interactions dominate, hydrogen-bonding is favorable between solute molecules since this 

enhances the solvent-solvent interactions. The general profile in Figure 2- 12 demonstrates 

why dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) is one of the best solvents for hydrogen-bonding species: 

almost all solvent-solute interactions are favorable.  

The analysis above however assumes that all solute-solvent complexes can be formed in 

solution or 100 % solvent-solvent and 100% solute-solute interactions can be achieved. This 

is generally not the case and a Boltzmann weighted average of the solvent and solute 

interactions would represent the distribution more accurately.  

In mixed solvents of highly polar and apolar components, like mixtures of water and 

hydrocarbons for instance, even dramatic effects of the solvophobic regime may be observed: 

water is known to forms cages around the hydrophobic hydrocarbons to minimize interactions 

and still form an optimal number of intermolecular hydrogen-bonds (see Figure 2- 13).  
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Figure 2- 12. General profile for a wide variety of hydrogen-bond interactions in DMSO (red areas represent an 

unfavorable solute-solute interaction (free energy of binding, ΔGH-bond>0) whereas blue represents favorable 

hydrogen-bond interactions (ΔGH-bond<0). At the zero cross-over point α = αs and β = βs. The solute-solvent 

interactions in the top-left corner of the profile dominate and hence DMSO is one of the best solvents to disrupt 

hydrogen-bond interactions. Image was adapted from ref. 36. 

 

 

Figure 2- 13. Schematic representation of water cages around hydrophobic solute molecules in the gas phase: 

methane (a), longer alkanes (b,c: alkanes in black, oxygen atoms in blue, hydrogen atoms not shown). 

Depending on the size of the alkane larger clathrate cages are formed. Image was adapted from ref. 8.  

 

b a c 
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The fact that water forms cages around hydrophobic molecules demonstrates that, although 

solvent-solute interactions can be minimized, solvent-solute interactions can only be limited 

to some extend: in any solute-solvent system a solvation shell is unavoidable. It is exactly this 

solvation shell that will influence the hydrogen-bond strength of the hydrogen-bonded 

moieties on a single molecule level and hence influence the properties of the single molecule 

species. To study the effect of these solvent molecules in close proximity of the 

hydrogen-bonded array and obtain more insight into structure property-relationships, single 

molecule techniques become crucial. 

 

2.5 SINGLE MOLECULE STUDIES 

Nowadays single molecule techniques[38,39] can be used to study systems in which spatial and 

temporal averaging is likely to play an important role and important properties might be 

hidden in ensemble averaged data. Spatial resolution for single molecule manipulation can 

either be obtained via mechanical transducers such as cantilevers[40] or microneedles[41] or via 

external field manipulators such as optical[42]/magnetic tweezers[43] and flow fields using 

microscopic beads. In the former case spatial resolution is obtained through beam deflection 

of a bendable beam/probe whereas in the latter case bead displacement is monitored. 

Furthermore the probe that is used must be designed to generate and detect minute forces in a 

range from piconewtons to nanonewtons (10-12-10-9 N) to be able to manipulate and measure 

forces on a single molecule level. A clear overview of these techniques, their range of 

application and the main (dis)advantages is among others provided by Bustamante et al.[44] 

and Gaub and co-workers[45].  

Many biophysical processes and interactions could be observed in real-time using these single 

molecule manipulation techniques such as DNA mechanics[46], protein folding[38c,47], binding 

potentials of host-guest interactions[38b,48], mechanical work of motor proteins[41d,49], but also 

elastic behavior of (synthetic) macromolecules[50,51] became feasible. Especially Atomic Force 

Microscopy (AFM)-based force spectroscopy and related techniques, such as force-clamp 

spectroscopy[52] have matured over the past decades. These fast developments in AFM-related 

techniques mainly occur since the force sensitivity of AFM can be conveniently combined 

with topographical imaging due to the high spatial resolution. This high spatial resolution led 

to the development of molecular recognition imaging[53] as well as single-molecule 

recognition patterning[54]. Furthermore an experimental approach to study intermolecular 
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forces and bond energies between ligand-receptor pairs[55] using AFM was introduced in 

parallel by Gaub and co-workers and Lee and co-workers. The underlying theoretical 

framework for these measurements was previously described by Bell[56] and later by Evans 

and Ritchie[57] using the biomembrane force probe (BFP) to study antibody-receptor 

interaction of red blood cells as well as (strept)avidin and biotin interactions. More recently 

the binding thermodynamics of cosolute molecules surrounding a single polymer chain was 

reported[58]. An overview of the variety of possible phenomena and parameters that can be 

studied using AFM-based techniques was discussed by Gianotti and Vancso[59a] as well as 

Zhang and co-workers[59b] and is schematically displayed in Figure 2- 14. 

AFM-based Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy (AFM-based SMFS) therefore seems a 

suitable candidate to obtain insight in supramolecular (biological) interactions by studying 

structure-property relationships of supramolecular polymers on a single molecule level. That 

is why the next paragraph will zoom in on the principles of AFM-based SMFS[50e,60] and its 

use to study the energy landscape of supramolecular bonds. 

 

Figure 2- 14. Overview of different AFM-based SMFS experiments. Different phenomena and properties are 

studied such as (a) single chain entropic and enthalpic elasticity of macromolecules using various statistical 

mechanics approaches; (b) force-induced conformational transition of for instance the chair-boat transition of 

polysugars; (c) force induced unfolding of proteins; (d) melting force and hysteresis of DNA; e) elasticity 

behaviour of macromolecules with varying polymer-solvent interaction; (f) interfacial conformation and 

desorption forces of macromolecules. Image was adapted from ref. 59a. 
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2.6 AFM-BASED SINGLE MOLECULE FORCE SPECTROSCOPY 

An AFM-based SMFS sample-scanning setup, which is displayed in Figure 2- 15, is based on 

a piezo-driven AFM which is able to position the sample with (sub-)nanometer precision in X, 

Y and Z-direction.  

An AFM-probe is then used to detect and apply minute forces which are monitored via the 

optical beam method where laser light is deflected from the cantilever and collected at the 

photodetector. During a force spectroscopy experiment the AFM-tip – which has a radius 

which ranges from a few to tens of nanometers – is used to pick-up single molecules, or the 

AFM-tip is chemically modified[61] with the molecule of interest. If the AFM-tip is not 

chemically modified, a modified surface is used, which contains chemically or physically 

adsorbed molecules with large intermolecular spacing. In Figure 2- 15 the piezo-scanner 

displacement in a typical force spectroscopy cycle is demonstrated and the accompanying 

deflection vs. piezo-position curve is obtained. Since the spring constant and the deflection 

sensitivity can be calibrated and the deflection is known, this data can easily be converted to a 

force-distance or force-extension curve. 

Figure 2- 15. (a) Schematic overview of an AFM-setup where a pieze-electric sample scanner and a sharp 

AFM-probe are used to study the tip-sample interaction via optical beam detection; (b) overview of a single 

molecule deflection-displacement curve which can be converted to a force-extension curve. Image was adapted 

from ref. 59a. 

 

In a deflection vs. piezo-position curve the cantilever deflection zc versus the piezo-position zp 

is determined. The transformation to a force-distance curve can be achieved by converting zc 

a b 
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and zp into force and distance respectively[60b,62]. Using cantilever calibration methods (see 

below), the force F is obtained by multiplying the cantilever deflection by its spring constant 

kspring.  

 

� � $%&�'() 	 *+                          Equation 2-4 

 

The tip-sample separation (or distance) D is determined by adding the deflection to the piezo 

position: 

 

, � *& # *+                   Equation 2-5 

 

To be able to correctly convert the deflection vs. piezo-position curve into a force-distance 

curve, the zero position of the piezo has to be determined. In case of a calibration 

measurement on a hard surface, where the contact and non-contact regime are rather 

straightforward to detect (see Figure 2- 16), the zero position of the piezo can easily be 

detected. This becomes more complicated when repulsive and/or attractive forces start to 

interfere. Therefore the conversion to force-distance curves is nowadays often implemented in 

the software of commercial AFMs.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2- 16. Conversion of a deflection vs. piezo-position curve to the corresponding force-distance curve (see 

also Equation 2-4 and 2-5): (a) simplified hard-substrate case; (b) more challenging case with attractive and 

repulsive forces. Image was adapted from ref. 60b. 
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Furthermore the force-distance curve is often converted to the positive force quadrant in case 

the elasticity of polymers is studied, since this simplifies the use of statistical dynamics 

models of polymers (see also Figure 2- 15b). In that case the conversion to force by Hooke’s 

law to the positive force quadrant is achieved by: 

 

� � -�$%&�'() 	 *+                          Equation 2-6 

 

Spring constants can be determined using several methods such as theoretical[63], static 

loading[64], and vibrational[65] approaches as well as thermal oscillation methods[66]. The 

advantages and disadvantages of these methods are thoroughly discussed by Bhushan[67a] and 

Hodges[67b]. Each of these approaches relies either on valid assumption of boundary 

conditions or on a precise experimental approach and hence errors can be introduced 

rapidly[68]. However extensive progress has been made over the past two decades in 

understanding the principles behind spring constant calibration which has reduced errors 

significantly as is for instance discussed by Ohler[69]. Using the Sader or thermal tune method 

(either using optical beam or laser Doppler vibrometry) the spring constants can be 

determined within ~5% error margin[69a]. 

Single molecule events can be discerned by the presence of only one rupture event, however 

this does not exclude a rupture event where multiple chains are broken simultaneously[70]. 

Therefore statistical mechanics approaches for polymer chains can be used to ascertain that 

only a single polymer chain is stretched. The elasticity of the single molecule rupture event is 

fitted to models, such as the worm-like chain[73] (WLC) and freely-jointed chain[74] (FJC) 

model - using a fast converging non-linear least-square fit, based on the Marquardt-Levenberg 

algorithm[72] - and compared with available data for the supramolecular polymer (linker) 

under investigation (see Figure 2- 17). Hence a “master-plot” with an overlay of all single 

molecule rupture events can be created. Various models exist to describe the entropic and 

elastic behavior of a single molecule polymer chain. The WLC and FJC model are probably 

the best well-known models, however also modifications exist like for instance the modified 

Marko-Siggia WLC[75], Odijk-WLC[76] and extended-FJC[77]. The WLC model assumes that a 

polymer chain is a string with a constant bending elasticity and therefore the molecule can be 

defined by its persistence length lp
[72c]. The polymer chain is assumed linear below the 

persistence length and the extension is limited to the contour length Lc of the polymer. The 

advantage of the WLC model is that both entropic and enthalpic contributions are taken into 
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account, but unfortunately the model can only be used accurately for small extensions and low 

stress. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2- 17. Fit of force-extension curves to the worm-like chain model for polyethylene glycol chain linked 

hydrogen-bonded polymers in hexadecane: r = (108.3 ± 45.5) x 103 pN/s, RT. Inset: zoom of force-extension 

curves. Solid lines represent fits using the wormlike chain (WLC) model. A persistence length of 

lp = 3.63 ± 0.40 Å was determined.  

 

Faithful reproduction of force-extension behaviour of various macromolecules such as 

DNA[73b,78], proteins[79] and polymers such as polystyrene (PS)[80], poly(methacrylic acid) 

(PMAA)[81], polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)[82] and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 

(PNIPAAm)[83] was demonstrated using the WLC model. However recent literature[84] has 

demonstrated that closer agreement between force-extension and fitted data can be obtained 

by adding an additional term for the enthalpic contributions included in extended WLC 

models such as the Odijk WLC[76], and modified Marko-Siggia WLC[75]. 

The FJC model[74] (see Figure 2- 18) describes the polymer chain as a number of rigid 

orientation-independent Kuhn segments (with segment lengths lK) connected via flexible 

joints. Full extension of the macromolecular chain is reached at N⋅lK and long-range 

interactions are not taken into account. Due to this definition and the boundary conditions, 

this model is able to describe force-extensions curves for small forces and stretch lengths. If 

the applied forces are high enough to cause bond deformation and not only entropic but also 
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enthalpic effects are concerned, the modified or extended FJC models[77] can be applied. The 

segment elasticity Ks is introduced and the molecule is described as if it consists of n separate 

springs. The standard FJC model was applied to describe force-extension behaviour of several 

macromolecules such as DNA[85], PMAA[81,86] and PDMS[82b] in reasonable agreement with 

experimental data.  
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Figure 2- 18. Schematic representation of the WLC and FJC polymer models: in the WLC model the polymer 

chain is defined by its persistence length lp, whereas in the FJC model the polymer chain is defined by its Kuhn 

segment length lK. Force-extension behaviour is defined by: the polymer length L, temperature T and their 

characteristic persistence or Kuhn segment length lp or lK respectively. For the FJC model no exact solution of 

the force-extension fit is available since no inverse exists for x(F) and the fit parameters can only be obtained 

numerically. 

 

In accordance with the developments in WLC fitting, extended and modified FJC models[77] 

have been developed and applied in recent literature to obtain a better agreement between 

experimental data and the applied model[87]. Using models such as the modified FJC model, a 

discrete persistence chain model[89] or even a Ashkin-Teller-like model[90] the elastic 

behaviour of a wide variety of macromolecules[50,91] can nowadays be successfully described. 

 

2.7 AFM-BASED SMFS OF SUPRAMOLECULAR HYDROGEN-BONDS 

As mentioned before, ligand-receptor interactions have been studied using various (single 

molecule) approaches to determine the energy landscape along the unbinding axis[54-56]. 

Dynamic force spectroscopy was for instance used to study the unbinding forces, energy 

barriers and natural bond lifetimes of biotin-(strept)avidin systems[71c]. The energy difference 
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between bound and unbound state determines the quantities of bound complex [AB] and the 

free ligands and receptors [A] and [B] in solution. In equilibrium, koff is the rate of complex 

dissociation, whereas, kon corresponds to the rate of complex formation. The affinity or 

equilibrium constant KD = Keq is governed by the kinetic rate constants, kon and koff: 

Keq = kon/koff. From the value of koff, the bond lifetime of the complex in equilibrium can be 

determined: toff(0) = koff
-1. Natural bond lifetimes of these ligand-receptor interactions can 

vary from months (bioton-avidin) to microseconds depending on the bond strength (see 

Table 2- 2). Hydrogen-bonded arrays can also be regarded as ligand-receptor interactions and 

hence, dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) enables us to study the bond strength, natural bond 

lifetime and energy barriers of hydrogen-bonded dimers and polymers. DFS provides a 

method to probe the inner world of molecular interactions as discussed extensively by 

Evans[55a,92,96]. By using different loading rates to study the dissociation of complex biological 

interactions certain energy barriers may be exposed and suppressed which can not be studied 

using conventional equilibrium approaches. 

 

Ligand Receptor Force [pN] Bond lifetime 

Bond 

energy 

[kT] 

Bond 

affinity  

(KD [M]) 

Biotin Avidin[55a ,92] 

160 ± 20 (1 Hz) 

170 ± 19 (200 nN/s) 

326 ± 33 (800 nN/s) 

months 35 1015 

Human Serum 

Albumin (HSA) 
Anti-HSA[71c] 244 ± 22 (not given) 1500 seconds - 108 

Fibrinogen RGD[93] 93 (0.1-1000 nN/s) milliseconds 14.8 - 

Antibody Antigen[94] 35-165 (not given) 
micro-milliseconds 

- hours 
8-25 102 – 108 

Table 2- 2. Natural bond lifetime distributions for several biological ligand-receptor interactions. The 

antibody-antigen data provides a general indication, specific ligand-receptor interactions may vary in bond 

strength over a broad range. Data was based on refs. 55a, 71c, 92-94. 

 

Even a whole cascade of activation barriers can be revealed. Furthermore single molecule 

hydrogen-bonded dimers and polymers can also be studied in organic solvents using this 

approach whereas traditional ligand-receptor interactions are often studied under biological 

conditions (H2O, pH~7).  
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If a force is applied, and the system is moved from equilibrium, the bond lifetime of a 

ligand-receptor bond is significantly reduced due to the reduction of the activation energy 

barrier: 

 

:@AA�B� � :C 	 D�EF�GH	A�I$0                 Equation 2-5 

 

where toff(f) is the bond life time under the applied load, tD is the diffusion relation time and xβ 

is the characteristic length in the direction of the force and Eb is the energy of the 

ligand-receptor interaction under load.  

 

Far-from-equilibrium measurements can be achieved when the experimental conditions are 

chosen as such that the chance of rebinding approaches zero (and hence Sa(t)⋅kon→0, where 

Sa(t) is the likeliness of association and kon is the kinetic on-rate). In that case the ligand and 

receptor molecules move much faster away from each other than diffusive processes can bring 

them together due to the elastic linker. Therefore the frequency of unbinding becomes a direct 

function of the applied force over time (first order (Markov) process with time-dependent rate 

constant) far-from-equilibrium. The most probable rupture force f* is then defined as: 

  

BJ � BK 	 1L <�M�M�>                  Equation 2-7 

 
NEF
OPQ � -�RS�ATU # �RSBKU - �R��:C�                 Equation 2-6 

 

where fβ (= kBT/xβ) is the thermal scale force and rf
0 (= fβ/toff(0)) is the loading rate at zero 

force and ΔE is the energy difference between bound and transition state (see Figure 2- 19). 

 

For strong binding complexes with a very sharp energy potential the free energy of binding 

ΔG for a ligand-receptor or hydrogen-bonded array can be determined via  Equation 2-8, since 

ΔG can be estimated based on the energy difference between bound and transition state 

ΔEb
[97]: 

NV
OPQ � -�RS�ATU # �RSBKU - �R��:C�                    Equation 2-8 
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NW � -X01L��Y                            Equation 2-9 

The equilibrium binding constant Keq is then determined via equation 2-9. For a single sharp 

energy barrier this thermal scale force fβ defines Δf due to the thermally activated kinetics. As 

can be observed in Figure 2- 19 the slope of the f vs. log(rf)-plot provides fβ and the 

cross-section of the x-axis is the extrapolated loading rate at zero force rf
0(directed by fβ 

and tD). 

Figure 2- 19. (a) Theoretical loading rate-dependent most probable rupture force f* of biotin-avidin bonds 

probed over 12 orders of magnitude using different techniques; AFM for fastest loading rates ~104-105 pN/s; 

Biomembrane Force Probe (BFP) for intermediate loading rates ~10-103 pN/s and optical techniques for the 

slowest loading rates ~1-10 pN/s; (b) theoretical logarithmic dependence of the most probable rupture force f* 

on the applied loading rate rf in far-from-equilibrium conditions; (c) rupture force versus logarithm of the 

loading rate for streptavidin- and avidin-biotin dissociation[55a,98]; (d) overview of the different energy barriers 

and corresponding characteristic lengths of the transition state xβ, that were determined for biotin-streptavidin 

interactions. Image was adapted and compiled from refs. 55a, 92, 97 and 99. 
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If a statistically significant number of single molecule events is collected for several loading 

rates and accumulated in histograms, the most probable rupture force f∗ (for each loading rate) 

as well as the bond strength and bond lifetime can be directly determined. Under certain 

conditions (high loading rates, very flexible polymer linker and a significant number of single 

molecule events) the value of f∗ can be determined using Gaussian fitting. In other cases 

Monte Carlo approaches, using the persistence length and contour length of the polymer 

linker as additional inputs[55a,79c,92,98], will provide a more accurate value for f∗. 

 

Evans and co-workers[98a] used a biomembrane force probe (BFP) with functionalized glass 

microbeads to study ligand-receptor interactions in aqueous media (see Figure 2- 20). The 

beads were decorated with hetero bifunctional poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG)-chains to prevent 

non-specific adhesion. Dilute concentrations of the ligand and receptor pair were used to 

create the desirable end-functionalized microbeads. At higher loading rates the flexible 

PEG-linker reduces the likeliness of rebinding after a rupture event to almost zero. Using 

microbeads, the surface functionalization has to be controlled extremely well to be able to 

study true single molecule interations, due to the small curvature. 

When functionalized AFM-probes are used as force sensors – with a tip radius in the order of 

a few to tens of nanometers – the probability of detecting single molecule interactions using 

very dilute solutions for the final end-functionalization will be significantly improved. 

Therefore single molecule ligand-receptor interactions are nowadays often studied by 

AFM-based force spectroscopy, although (slightly) different loading rate regimes can be 

probed with the different techniques (see Figure 2- 19). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2- 20. (a) The biomembrane force probe used to study biotin-(strept)avidin and carbohydrate-L selectin 

receptor-ligand interactions; (b) schematical representation of the reduced transition state energy barrier induced 

by an applied external force. Image was adapted and compiled from refs. 55a, 92 and 97. 

b a 
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The success rate of observing a single molecule event via AFM-based SMFS depends on the 

surface density on the AFM-probe or sample surface. So a delicate balance has to be found 

which guarantees a majority of single molecule events. Based on an estimate of Evans[99] a 

~95% confidence level for single molecule detection is achieved if 1 out of 10 force curves 

results in a specific interaction. 

Not only supramolecular dimers but also supramolecular polymers can be studied using 

AFM-based SMFS. Evans and Williams[96,100] analysed and described the effect of several 

geometries of multiple ligand-receptor interactions. In the case of multiple bonds in parallel, 

the force is partitioned among all the existing bonds whereas for a sheared zipper geometry 

the force is applied on the first bond and once this bond fails the force propagates to the next 

bond (see also Figure 2- 21). For multiple bonds in series the force is experienced fully by 

each bond.  

Cooperative failure in short DNA duplexes connected by PEG-linkers was for instance 

successfully studied using AFM-based force microscopy[101]. In that case the energy barrier 

that has to be overcome is given by the sum of individual barrier energies and the energy 

barrier can be considered as one single macro-bond. As a consequence, the rate of unbinding 

for parallel cooperative bonds far-from equilibrium does not increase as much with force as 

for cooperative bonds in series.  

If cooperativity does not play a role and bonds are linked in series, each bond experiences the 

same force and any random rupture event leads to complete failure. As a result the rate of 

uncooperative failure for N bonds in series is N times faster in far-from equilibrium conditions 

than the rate for a single bond. Therefore the most probable rupture force f* decreases with 

increasing N: 

 

BJ � BKZ�RS�AU - �R��[�\                         Equation 2-10 

 

On the other hand the unbinding force for N identical bonds in parallel, is not reduced by 

ln(N) for each additional bond, but exactly a factor of N larger compared to a single bond 

subjected to the same load: 

 

BJ ] [ 	 BK 21LS�AU - 1L <AJAH>8              Equation 2-11 
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failure. This was for 
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failure of the zipper is 

        Equation 2-12 
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known from DFS studies of ligand-receptor pairs, that the bond lifetime toff(0) that is 

determined using Evans-based analysis not necessarily corresponds to data obtained in bulk 

equilibrium studies. For biological ligand-receptor interactions, such as the carbohydrate-L 

selectin bond between white blood cells and blood vessel walls, the influence of the lipid and 

protein conformation in close proximity of the ligand-receptor interaction is still probed in 

bulk equilibrium conditions. 

However at the single molecule level these effects may be highly reduced since the isolated 

ligand-receptor interaction is studied. Hence, the differences in bond lifetimes that are 

obtained by both techniques may provide interesting insight into the bonding environment 

(solvent effect, influence of neighbouring molecules, etc.) of the ligand-receptor interaction 

itself. Since complexity is reduced significantly in supramolecular dimers and polymers in 

comparison to various biological systems, it is expected that the measured single molecule 

data will correlate more closely to data obtained via bulk analysis of the hydrogen-bonded 

species. 

 

2.8 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

Here we described a different approach to study hydrogen-bonded arrays with high binding 

constants, namely AFM-based SMFS. This technique can directly yield the bond strength 

values under different bond loading rates (stretching rates) conditions for single molecules. 

Using this technique it is now possible to study the hydrogen-bond strength of complementary 

quadruple hydrogen-bonded arrays in a highly apolar solvent (hexadecane) due to the loading 

rate-dependent energy landscape of the bond[51]. Since AFM-based SMFS is performed at 

very low concentrations (~�M and nM) and at far-from equilibrium conditions, solubility 

issues are circumvented. In addition, not only ensemble averaged bulk data, but also single 

molecule data can be obtained. Hence the immediate surrounding and inner world of these 

reversible interactions can be probed which might also reveal the influence of molecular 

aggregates, c.q. molecular solvent clusters. Insight into the influence of the immediate solvent 

surrounding of single molecule interactions could be of major interest for future design and 

development of molecular machines, such as the catenanes[34].  
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CHAPTER 3 

AFM-BASED SINGLE MOLECULE FORCE SPECTROSCOPY OF SUPRAMOLECULAR 

UREIDOPYRIMIDINONE DIMERS AND POLYMERS IN HEXADECANE 

  

 

As for the forces, electromagnetism and gravity we experience in everyday life. But the weak 

and strong forces are beyond our ordinary experience. So in physics, lots of the basic 

building blocks take 20th- or perhaps 21st-century equipment to explore. 

 

− Edward Witten 

 

Abstract 

Atomic Force Microscopy-based single molecule force spectroscopy (AFM-based SMFS) was used to study the 

bond strength of self-complementary hydrogen-bonded complexes based on 2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) 

quadruple hydrogen-bonded polymers in hexadecane (HD). The unbinding force corresponding to single (UPy)2 

dimers was investigated at a fixed piezo retraction rate in the non-equilibrium loading rate regime. The rupture 

force of bridging supramolecular polymer chains formed between UPy functionalized substrates and AFM-tips 

in the presence of a bis-UPy derivative was found to decrease with increasing rupture length. The rupture length 

was identified as chain length of single, associating polymers, which allowed us to determine the number of 

supramolecular bonds (N) at rupture. The rupture force observed as a function of N was in quantitative 

agreement with the theory on uncooperative bond rupture for supramolecular linkages switched in a series. 

Hence the value of the dimer equilibrium constant Keq = (1.3 ± 0.5) × 109 M-1, which is in good agreement with 

previously estimated values, was obtained by SMFS of supramolecular polymers at a single loading rate. 

 

 
* the work described in this chapter was published in the following article: Embrechts, A.; Schönherr, H.; Vancso, G.J. J. 
Phys. Chem. B 2008, 112, 7359-7362. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The investigation of spontaneous self-assembly processes governed by supramolecular 

interactions on the molecular level has received growing attention[1], as was already discussed 

in Chapter 2. Within the rapidly developing fields of nanotechnology and nanoscience, as well 

as molecular level biochemistry and biophysics, knowledge regarding molecular stability and 

bond strengths on a single-molecule level has become crucial[2]. Using Atomic Force 

Microscopy-based single molecule force spectroscopy (AFM-based SMFS)[3,4], optical 

tweezers[5] or the biomembrane force probe (BFP)[6], bond strengths can now be measured at a 

single molecule level[7-9].  

The important role of hydrogen-bonds in biological, as well as synthetic supramolecular 

systems[10] has inspired us to focus our research on the investigation of hydrogen-bonded 

complexes on a single molecule level. Previously, we employed AFM-based SMFS to unravel 

the dimer bond strength of a self-complementary hydrogen-bonded system based on the 

2-ureido-4[1H]-pyrimidinone (UPy) quadruple hydrogen-bond motif in hexadecane (HD)[11]. 

Accordingly, single molecule recognition of UPy moieties on gold surfaces was characterized 

using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), differential pulse voltammetry (DPV), atomic 

force microscopy (AFM), and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) methods[13]. The Bell-Evans 

model (equation 3-1)[2,6] for the loading rate (rf)-dependent most probable rupture force (f*), 

provided the bond lifetime in the absence of any externally applied force, toff(f=0), of 5 - 7 

seconds, which corresponds to a dimer equilibrium constant of Keq ~ 109 M-1 (hexadecane, 

T = 301 K)[11,12a].  

 

Equation 3-1 

 

Here fβ denotes the thermal force, rf
0

 is the loading rate at zero force, kB is the Boltzmann 

constant and xβ is the distance of the energy barrier that needs to be overcome for unbinding 

along the direction of the applied force as was discussed in Chapter 2. So, using AFM-based 

SMFS the thermodynamic equilibrium parameters such as the Gibbs free energy of binding 

(ΔG), the bond lifetime (toff) and the dimer binding constant of (UPy)2 in hexadecane 

(Keq = Kdim) could be determined for the first time. An overview of this study is presented in 

Figure 3- 1 and Figure 3- 2. The UPy-motif was previously also studied by Guan et al[14]. 
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Figure 3- 1. (a) The rupture forces vs. the corresponding rupture lengths of (UPy)2 measured under a loading 

rate of (5.7 ± 1.1) × 10 3 pN/s at 301 K in hexadecane. Histograms of pull-off forces of individual (UPy)2 

complexes at loading rates of (b) (5.7 ± 1.1) × 10 3 pN/s, (c) (1.1 ± 0.2) × 10 4 pN/s, (d) (3.5 ± 0.7) × 10 4 pN/s, 

(e) (9.7 ± 1.9) × 10 4 pN/s, and (f) (3.4 ± 0.7) × 10 5 pN/s at 301 K in hexadecane. Solid lines in (b) – (f) are 

Gaussian fits to the corresponding histograms. Image was adapted from ref. 12. 

 

 
Figure 3- 2. (a) Scheme of (UPy)2 dimer recognition event between a chemically modified gold-coated AFM 

tips and gold substrate; (b) plot of rupture force versus loading rate at 301 K in hexadecane. Image was adapted 

from ref. 12. 

 

To obtain the thermal scale force fβ and thus the dimer equilibrium constant Keq using this 

model, the most probable rupture force f* is typically determined for various loading rates rf 
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( ) ( ) single* ln ln * ln( )ff f r N f f Nβ β
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 �

and hence several large datasets have to be collected to obtain a solid value for the thermal 

scale force fβ and the corresponding thermodynamic parameters (see Figure 3- 1).  

 

Not only dimer interactions but also supramolecular polymer formation and bond strength 

could provide more insight into supramolecular hydrogen-bonded systems. Therefore a 

bifunctional poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG)-linker was synthesized with UPy end-functionality. 

Using the AFM-based SMFS platform, which is schematically represented in Figure 3- 2a, 

supramolecular polymer formation can now also be studied in situ (see also Figure 3- 3)[15].  

 

Figure 3- 3. (a) Scheme of a supramolecular polymer formed in hexadecane between substrate and AFM-tip 

both functionalized with a layer of PEG-terminated disulfide 1, which has been reacted with UPy-isocyanate 2, 

in the presence of bis-UPy derivative 3; (b) scheme for the synthesis of 1, 2 and 3. 

 

According to Evans and Williams[16], uncooperative bond rupture in series leads to a decrease 

of the most probable rupture force f* with the number of linkers N, as shown in equation 3-2, 

which provides direct access to fβ and all desired parameters to study the binding constant of 

the (UPy)2 complex.  

 

Equation 3-2 
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Thus, in our experiments the rupture forces of supramolecular, associative polymers[10-12] 

formed between two UPy-motifs attached to gold-coated substrates and tips were studied in 

the presence of bis-UPy derivative 3 in hexadecane (Figure 3- 3)[18]. The observed rupture 

forces were analyzed according to equation 3-2 to yield toff(f=0) and Keq for (UPy)2 for two 

data set at a single loading rate. 

 

3.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(UPy)2 bonds in series were probed in force-displacement measurements carried out in HD 

using UPy-functionalized AFM-tips and gold substrates in the presence of the bis-UPy 

derivative 3. The force-distance (f-d) curves were obtained using the procedure described in 

Chapter 2 and Veeco offline software analysis. The f-d curves showed the typical stretching 

of the PEG-linker[20,21] and the subsequent rupture of the polymeric chain formed between tip 

and sample (see Figure 3- 4a and Appendix)[12].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3- 4. (a) Force-extension curve of supramolecular polymer obtained in HD (T = 303 ± 2 K, 

rf = 2.8 × 103 pN/s); inset: magnified section of f-d curve close to the rupture of the chain under load 

(L = 182 nm, f = 97 pN); (b) histogram of the rupture force f for dimer interactions (black) and all events (grey). 

The solid lines display Gaussian fits of the distributions of the dimer (f* = 119 ± 30 pN) and of all events 

(f* = 104 ± 29 pN), respectively; (c) rupture force f plotted vs. stretch length L for 243 f-d curves. 
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As the total length of one PEG-chain including the two UPy-moieties is 12 ± 3 nm, the 

supramolecular polymer probed consists of numerous (Upy)2 bonds connected via 

PEG-linkers. For all f-d curves displaying single molecule events (number of events n = 243, 

probability of observing an event p = 0.02), the corresponding rupture forces and rupture 

lengths were determined (Figure 3- 4c). Figure 3- 4b shows two histograms in which the 

rupture forces for (UPy)2 are compared with the rupture forces observed for all events, i.e. 

events attributed to the dimer and to supramolecular polymers. Dimer rupture events (N = 1) 

were defined as rupture events that occurred at a stretch (rupture) length L of 18 - 30 nm. The 

mean value of the rupture force obtained from the Gaussian fits indicates that the mean value 

of the dimer rupture force is larger than that of the polymer. 

The stretch length L (in nm) in Figure 3- 4c is easily converted to the number of linkers N 

since each bis-UPy moiety 3 contributes 12 nm to the observed length, i.e. N = (L/12 nm)-1. 

For each integer value of N the most probable force f* was estimated and plotted as a function 

of N (Figure 3- 5a). In the current data 82% of all single molecule events were observed for N 

≤ 5. As predicted by Evans and Williams, f* was observed to decrease with increasing N. 

The values of fβ and f*single were determined by fitting equation 3-2 to the data using the 

Marquardt-Levenberg algoritm[22] (Figure 3- 5a). The parameter fβ correlates the most 

probable rupture force f* with the loading rate rf (equation 3-1). By plotting f* obtained for 

the dimer versus the corresponding loading rate rf and extrapolating f* (in the plot versus the 

natural logarithm of the loading rate rf) to zero force using the fitted values fβ , the thermal 

scale for the loading rate rf
0 and consequently toff(f=0) and Keq are obtained via equations 3-3 

and 3-4. 

/0 BG k T
f

D

f
r e

t
β −Δ

� �
= ⋅� �
� �

                                    Equation 3-3 

 

eqKRTG ln−=Δ                             Equation 3-4 

 

where tD (= 5x10-9s for viscous hexadecane, see below) is the diffusive relaxation time of the 

bound complex and R the molar gas constant. 
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(dimer and polymer analysis) measurements are performed far-from equilibrium and hence 

only the kinetic off-rate (toff(0) = koff
-1) is determined. Although the kinetic on-rate can not be 

determined directly using this approach, an appropriate estimate for the diffusive relaxation 

(tD ≤ ns ≈ 10-9 - 10-10 s in water[23]) will still lead to the dimer equilibrium constant K. 

Furthermore Hinterdorfer[24a], Noy[24b] and more recently Janshoff[24d] and co-workers 

demonstrated that kinetic on-rates can also be determined by AFM-based techniques provided 

that suitable experimental conditions are used. In this case the probability of binding is 

probed[24] and surface coverage has to be controlled profoundly. A combination of these two 

techniques would improve the accuracy of determined values for dimer binding constants and 

may reveal interesting phenomena on a single molecule level. 

In the analysis of supramolecular polymers at a fixed loading rate minor errors are introduced 

by using a mean loading rate and by converting the measured extension length L at rupture to 

the number of UPy-bonds N employing the average length of 3 including the PEG-linker. 

Similar to the established approach of SMFS carried out at various loading rates, the first 

source of error is unavoidable. The error which is introduced in f* due to polydispersity of the 

PEG-linker was estimated according to reference 25 to be on the order of 2%, assuming a 

symmetric distribution of the tether length.  

A comparison of equations 3-1 and 3-2 shows that the error in fβ depends, both for the 

established SMFS and our new approach, linearly on the error in f*, as long as N is small. 

Thus, by analyzing data from 100 or more single molecule events per N a reasonable basis is 

provided for determining f* from the corresponding histogram. These boundary conditions are 

the main reason to use this approach in far-from-equilibrium conditions (at higher loading 

rates well above the cross-over regime). Although some rupture events for slightly higher N 

may still be observed close to the cross-over regime, it will take a substantial amount of time 

to collect a statistical large enough data set to obtain accurate results. Furthermore the 

distribution of stretch lengths that is obtained, may still lead to substantial error in dimer 

binding constant analysis if N≤5 (see also Appendix).  

However, if unbinding of supramolecular polymer is studied in appropriate conditions, the 

application of the theory on uncooperative bond rupture in series provides direct access to the 

dimer equilibrium constant and related parameters of a ligand-receptor interaction. 

Furthermore, the value of the dimer equilibrium constant for (UPy)2 in hexadecane agrees 

very well with the value of Keq of ~ 1 × 109 M-1 predicted by Sijbesma et al.[10] based on an 
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extrapolation of the data obtained for (UPy)2 interactions in different solvents (measurements 

in bulk).  

 

3.3 CONCLUSIONS 

The acquisition of single molecule rupture force parameters required to calculate off-rates and 

equilibrium complexation constants in the absence of force was shown to be feasible by 

studying the forced unbinding of single supramolecular polymers at one fixed piezo retraction 

rate in SMFS experiments. For the first time, access to the dimer bond lifetime at zero force 

toff(f=0) was achieved by exploiting the theory on uncooperative bond rupture in series, based 

on the rupture forces of supramolecular polymers of different length bridging between 

AFM-tip and surface and independent knowledge of the constituent segment length. Since this 

approach can also be applied to systems with a low degree of polymerization (N≥5) with the 

mere requirement of a large dataset (were the number of events n is high enough to obtain a 

reasonable fit of the data to equation 3-2), this new method can be applied to almost all 

self-complementary supramolecular polymer systems under suitable concentration and 

solvent conditions. In conclusion the data obtained in this study agree favourably with 

previously reported data acquired in loading rate-dependent measurements of (UPy)2, as well 

as the value of Keq ~ 1 × 109 M-1 predicted by Sijbesma et al[10]. Hence this new method is 

expected to facilitate the determination of bond lifetimes and dimer equilibrium constants by 

SMFS for complexes over a wide range of Keq and different solution conditions. 

 

3.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials. Anhydrous hexadecane (purity � 99 %, water < 0.005 %) and dibutyltindilaurate 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) and used as received. Chloroform 

(stabilized with amylene) and dichloromethane were purchased from Biosolve 

(Valkenswaard, The Netherlands). 

1,2-Dithiolane-3-pentyl-derivatized PEG 1, (6-isocyanatohexylaminocarbonylamino)-6-

methyl-4[1H]pyrimidinone 2 and PEG-linked bis-pyrimidinone 3 were synthesized according 

to published procedures[12,19]. 

Sample preparation. Gold substrates (11 × 11 mm2, 250 nm Au on 2 nm Cr on borosilicate 

glass) for SMFS measurements were purchased from Arrandee (Werther, Germany). Au(111) 
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samples were obtained by annealing these substrates in a high purity H2 flame for 5 

minutes[13]. Prior to use, these substrates were cleaned in a piranha solution (2:1 H2SO4 conc: 

H2O2 (30%) by volume), then rinsed with Milli-Q water and ethanol and dried in a nitrogen 

stream. Caution: Piranha solution should be handled with extreme caution: it has been 

reported to detonate unexpectedly. On gold substrates, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of 

1 were prepared from 1 mM CH2Cl2 solution and reacted with 2.5 mmol 2 in 10 ml CHCl3 

solution for 24 hours using one drop of dibutyltindilaurate as catalyst[12b]. After rinsing with 

pure solvent and drying in an N2 stream, measurements were performed with minimal delay. 

The same procedure was used for AFM-tip functionalization. 

Atomic Force Microscopy. The AFM-based SMFS measurements were performed on a 

Picoforce AFM using a NanoScope IVa controller, a Picoforce vertical engage scanner and a 

liquid cell (Bruker/Veeco/Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). Gold-coated V-shaped 

Si3N4 cantilevers (Bruker/Veeco, NPG probes) were functionalized in two consecutive steps, 

as described above, with a self-assembled layer of 1 and subsequent reaction with 2. Tips for 

SMFS were taken directly from solution followed by rinsing with pure solvent. The cantilever 

spring constant (k = 0.187 ± 0.02 N/m) was determined in liquid via the thermal tune 

method[26]. Loading rates were determined as the slope of the force versus time trace of the 

force-extension curves (~ 20 data points) close to the rupture event. All experiments were 

performed in a saturated solution of 3 in anhydrous hexadecane at T = 303 ± 2 K 

(concentration 3.2 ± 0.4 x 10-5 M ).  

 

APPENDIX 

In previous studies, based on temperature superposition, the cross-over regime from loading 

rate-dependent (far-from-equilibrium measurements) and loading rate-independent 

(near-equilibrium measurement) was estimated to occur at a loading rate of ~5nN/s[11]. The 

measurements presented above are measured close to this loading rate regime. Below, the 

results of the unbinding events of supramolecular Upy-polymers at a loading rate even closer 

to the cross-over regime, than the previously discussed data set, is presented 

(r = (2.3 ± 0.8) x 103 pN/s). In this case measurements are starting to approach equilibrium 

conditions. Since the speed at which the rupture force is probed is slow, only supramolecular 

polymers with small N can be probed. As can be observed in Figure 3-6c, the majority of 

rupture events are dimer and trimer events and therefore the approach described above can no 
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longer be applied reliably (See also Figure 3- 6). Furthermore the dataset is substantially 

smaller than the dataset discussed above. Hence this dataset is statistically unsuitable for an 

accurate bond strength study.  

 
Figure 3- 6. (a) Part of the force-extension curves of supramolecular polymer in hexadecane close to the rupture 

event plus fit to the WLC model (T = 303 ± 2 K, rf = (2.3 ± 0.8) × 103 pN/s); (b) histogram of the rupture force f 

for dimer interactions (black) and all events (grey). The lines display Gaussian fits of the distributions of the 

dimer (f* = 95 ± 35 pN) and of all events (f* = 93 ± 34 pN), respectively; (c) rupture force f plotted vs. stretch 

length L for 157 f-d curves.  

Figure 3- 7. (a) Plot of most probable rupture force f* vs. number of UPy bonds N, rf = (2.3 ± 0.8) × 103 pN/s. 

The uncooperative bond rupture model of weak bonds in series was fitted to yield the thermal force scale 

fβ  = 19.9 ± 3.8 pN (R2 = 0.93); (b) extrapolation of the value of f* determined for the dimer to zero force using fβ 

affords rf
0 (error margins in grey lines), which in turn is used to calculate toff(f=0) and Keq. 
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Thus, although this approach still provides a reasonable fit for the thermal scale force 

fβ  = 19.9 ± 3.8 pN (see Figure 3- 7), the errors that are introduced do lead to an underestimate 

of the bond life time and binding constant (toff(0) = 1.5 ± 1.1 s; Kdim = (2 ± 1) x 108 M-1) of 

UPy moieties in hexadecane. Measurements at high loading rates in far-from-equilibrium 

conditions are therefore recommended since a larger data set (with larger number of N) can be 

obtained over a shorter period of time. 
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CHAPTER 4 

AFM-BASED SINGLE MOLECULE FORCE SPECTROSCOPY OF SUPRAMOLECULAR 

UREA-AMINOTRIAZINE-BASED DIMERS 

 

DADA… wants over and over again movement: it sees peace only in dynamism 

 

– Raoul Hausmann 

 

Abstract 

Atomic Force Microscopy-based Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy (AFM-based SMFS) was used to 

determine the hydrogen-bond strength of a self-complementary quadruple urea-aminotriazine (UAT)-based 

hydrogen-bonded array in hexadecane. For this purpose, a UAT-based donor-acceptor-donor-acceptor 

(DADA)-array and complementary receptors were synthesized. The UAT receptor was immobilized on gold 

surfaces using an ultrathin layer of ethylene glycol terminated lipoic acid and isocyanate chemistry. The layers 

obtained were characterized with contact angle measurements, grazing angle Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 

spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and AFM. Reversible self-complementary recognition of 

surface-immobilized UAT moieties and solution borne UAT was confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy and 

AFM-based SMFS. Loading rate-dependent SMFS measurements yielded a value of the dimer binding of 

Kdim = (2 ± 1) x 107 M-1 of this DADA-array in hexadecane. This value is significantly higher than predicted on 

the basis of additive primary and secondary hydrogen-bond interactions. The remarkable difference is 

rationalized by additional intramolecular hydrogen-bond stabilization, confirmed by 2D proton nuclear 

magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) measurements in CDCl3, which promotes a planar molecular geometry and 

significantly stabilizes the dimeric complex. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

As was discussed in Chapter 2 and demonstrated by several research groups over the past 

decades[1,2], a new and exciting class of polymer materials can be ingeniously designed 

utilizing supramolecular hydrogen-bonding building blocks such as for instance widely 

available urea moieties. These polymers demonstrate exceptional self-healing properties and 

can be of interest for applications in a wide variety of fields, ranging from self-healing 

children’s toys to molecular motors. The field of materials design will therefore greatly 

benefit from understanding the key contributions that determine hydrogen-bond strength and 

hence the resulting material properties. In Chapter 3 an AMF-based SMFS study of the 

binding strength and supramolecular polymer formation[3] of the well-known 

ureidopyrimidinone (UPy, DDAA) array in hexadecane was already described[4]. Single 

molecule and bulk studies on supramolecular polymer formation of ureidopyrimidinones were 

also performed by Guan and co-workers[5].  

To obtain insight in the key contributors that determine hydrogen-bond strength, a DADA 

urea-aminotriazine (UAT)-based hydrogen-bonded array was synthesized. The close 

resemblance of this UAT moiety with the well-studied ureidopyrimidinone (UPy) array 

provides the opportunity to investigate the influences of molecular structure, geometry and 

other contributions that might affect hydrogen-bond strength values. In this chapter the 

synthesis and characterization of this UAT-based hydrogen-bonded array are described. 

Additionally the surface chemistry and recognition of this hydrogen-bonded array on gold 

surfaces was investigated as a prerequisite for AFM-based SMFS. Although many 

triazine-based sensors have been reported in literature[6] (often used to detect triazine-based 

herbicides), this urea-aminotriazine platform and the accompanying binding studies in 

hexadecane have not been reported. Ultimately the results of this binding study and 

theoretical calculations[7] are compared for the two self-complementary quadruple UAT and 

UPy hydrogen-bonded systems in different solvents and the various contributions influencing 

the hydrogen-bond strength are discussed. The data obtained in Chapter 3 regarding the 

structure-property relationships associated with the bond strength of the UPy DDAA 

quadruple hydrogen-bonded array will be compared with the findings regarding the effect of 

structure-property relationships on the bond strength of the slightly different UAT-based 

DADA quadruple hydrogen-bonded array.  
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shifted downfield (see Figure 4- 3, 9.3 and 10.3 ppm for protons ‘i’, and ‘h’ respectively). The 

amine proton that is not involved in the hydrogen-bonding resonates at 5.5 ppm. Interestingly, 

the urea proton is observed at very low field (10.0 ppm). The corresponding signal is 

relatively sharp and does not change when the temperature is decreased. This indicates that 

this proton is involved in intramolecular hydrogen-bonding with the neighboring triazine 

nitrogen. Due to the dynamic behavior of the aliphatic chain and the fast rotation of the 

phenyl ring on the NMR time scale, as concluded from the single set of ortho and meta proton 

signals, NOE cross peaks are only weak at room temperature. Lowering the temperature, 

however, allows the recording of a Rotating-frame Overhauser Effect SpectroscopY 

(ROESY) spectrum with cross-peaks that further corroborate the intramolecular 

hydrogen-bond of the urea proton with the triazine.  

 

 

Figure 4- 2. 2D 1H COSY spectrum of UAT-based hydrogen-bond dimerization in deuterated chloroform (a) 

lowfield, (b) highfield. COSY Interactions: intramolecular H-bond and CH2-NH-(C=O)-NH (3.5 ppm): (a,j); 

ortho (8.2 ppm) and meta (7.5 ppm) hydrogen phenyl ring: (o,m); CH2 alkane chain (1.3 - 1.7 ppm) and CH2-N 

(3.5 ppm): (a,b); CH2 alkane chain (1.3 - 1.7 ppm) and CH2-N=C=O (3.3 ppm): (f,e); CH2 alkane chain 

(1.3 - 1.7 ppm): (b+e,(c/d)). 

 

The ROESY spectrum shown in Figure 4- 3 shows characteristic NOE cross peaks for the 

ortho protons of the phenyl ring with the urea proton (Figure 4- 3a), and with the methylene 

protons of the aliphatic chain (Figure 4- 3b), respectively. The intramolecular hydrogen-bond 

is apparently strongly orienting the aliphatic chain which therefore lies parallel to the 
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triazine-phenyl ring system, explaining the NOE cross peaks. Interestingly, the NOE cross 

peak of the phenyl-ortho protons with the methylene 'b' and 'c/d' protons and urea-NH are 

stronger than the one with the methylene 'a' protons. This further confirms the strong 

intramolecular hydrogen-bond.  

 

Figure 4- 3. 2D 1H NMR spectrum of UAT recorded in deuterated chloroform using Rotating-frame Overhauser 

Effect SpectroscopY (ROESY) at 265 K. At low field (a) Nuclear Overhauser effects (NOE) between adjacent 

nuclei can be observed for the urea hydrogen involved in the intramolecular hydrogen-bond, at 10.0 ppm (‘j’), 

with the ortho-hydrogens of the phenyl group, at 8.2 ppm (‘o’); at high field (b), the urea (‘j’) and ortho (‘o’) 

protons show NOEs with the aliphatic CH2-groups at 1.7 - 1.3 ppm (‘b’,’c’,’d’). Inset: derived spatial 

arrangement of the self-complementary hydrogen-bonded array in solution. 

 

Following molecular characterization, a recognition platform was prepared using a PEG 

self-assembled (mono)layer 1 on gold[4,7], which was end-functionalized with a UAT-based 

hydrogen-bonded moiety 2a (see Figure 4- 4). The established procedure provides low surface 

coverage UAT-based recognition platforms since this is a prerequisite for single molecule 

detection by AFM-based SMFS. The self-assembled layers on gold were characterized by 

contact angle measurements, grazing angle FTIR spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) and AFM. For the initial PEG-layer (1) advancing and receding contact 

angles of 38º ± 2º and 23º ± 1º were measured respectively, while the UAT-functionalized 

layers (1+2a) displayed advancing and receding contact angles of 61º ± 4º and 24º ± 2º for 

low surface coverage of the UAT-moiety and 76º ± 3º and 56º ± 3º for higher surface 

coverage. This substantial increase in contact angle is attributed to the phenyl-rings that now 

reside at the surface[10]. 
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Figure 4- 5. (a,b) Grazing incidence reflection FT-IR spectra captured on gold of PEG 1 (bottom), PEG-UAT 

1+2a (middle) and after recognition of 1+2a with the complementary PEGPPO-UAT 2c (top), respectively. In 

the spectral region around 3000 cm-1 the CH3-groups of the PPO are clearly visible after reaction of 1+2a with 

2c. The C-O-C stretching vibrations of the PEG-moieties are observed at wavenumbers of approximately 

1100 cm-1. The broad peaks at 1114 cm-1 and 1130 cm-1 indicate disordered PEG, i.e. PEG in a non-crystalline 

environment.  

 

The PEG layer 1 on gold shows distinct but slightly shifted CH2 stretching vibrations 

(compared to a rather crystalline octadecanethiol (ODT) layer), which can be attributed to a 

randomly coiled PEG-layer with additional CH2 stretches from the lipoic acid-ring[11]. Since a 

sub-monolayer is obtained using this technique, PEG adopts different conformations on the 

surface which leads to peak broadening in the FT-IR spectrum. This is also apparent for the 

C-O-C stretches which broaden from a sharp peak at 1002 cm-1 (crystalline bulk) to a broad 

peak from 1002-1143 cm-1. Although there is a small increase in the CH2 intensity and small 

additional peaks from 1400-1600 cm-1 (CH2, urethane, phenyl and triazine stretches) the 

addition of UAT-moieties on top of the PEG-layer can only barely be detected. 

As can be observed in Figure 4- 5, submersion of the UAT end-functionalized layer (1+2a) in 

a complementary PEGPPO-UAT solution (2c) and subsequent rinsing introduces CH3 

vibrations in the spectrum as well as a clear increase of the C-O-C stretches around 1100 cm-1 

and 1325-1500 cm-1 (mostly additional CH2 and CH3 stretches). In addition, peak-broadening 

around 1100 cm-1 can also be observed due to PPO. The integral increase of the CH2-CH3 

region as well as the C-O-C region are both consistent with the interaction of the 

PEGPPO-tail. 

XPS analysis[12] of the PEG- (1) and PEG-UAT-layers (1+2a) provided evidence for the 

selective adsorption of the PEG-molecules to the gold surface, since the S(2p) binding energy 

was shifted to lower values (90% S-Au) compared to free sulfur bonds. Furthermore the C(1s) 

spectra in Figure 4- 6 displays a distinct C-O-C peak from the PEG-layer (286.8 eV) for both 
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samples. However some additional aliphatic carbon is detected which can be contributed to an 

adventitious carbon layer for PEG-substrates with low surface coverage[12a]. 

 

Figure 4- 6. C(1s) XPS spectra for the C1s peak for PEG- 1 (a) and PEG-UAT-substrates 1+2a (b). The 

abundance of different carbon-bonds (aliphatic, C-O, C=O) was determined via spectral deconvolution. The 

C-O-C peaks from the PEG-layer located at 286.8 eV can be clearly discerned in both samples. Note that the 

amount of aliphatic and aromatic carbon (285.0 eV) increases from a to b due to the reaction with the 

hydrogen-bonded moiety 2a in combination with adventitious carbon deposition[12a]. 

 

Using a correction for the added adventitious carbon, a surface coverage of the 

hydrogen-bonded moieties of 11 ± 6 % could be determined from the ratios of the atomic 

percentages of nitrogen with respect to sulfur determined from the corresponding N(1s) 

(binding energy, BE =400.5 eV) and S(2p) (binding energy, BE =162.5 eV) peaks[12a] (see 

Appendix). So XPS measurements not only provided evidence for the correct assembly of the 

recognition platform, but also corroborated the low surface coverage of UAT-based 

recognition sites, which is essential for single molecule detection in an AFM-based SMFS 

experiment.  

 

4.3 SINGLE MOLECULE CHARACTERIZATION OF UAT-BASED DIMERS 

Reversible recognition was evident during the AFM-based SMFS experiments, where (UAT)2 

could be reversibly formed and broken, which is schematically displayed in Figure 4- 7. 

Reversible recognition AFM experiments[13] were performed in hexadecane at different 

loading rates (see Figure 4- 8) and the rupture force of each single molecule rupture event was 

determined using the PEG-linker as a molecular extension length marker for single molecule 
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probing. This approach enabled us to determine various important parameters of the potential 

energy landscape along the unbinding axis, as was initially demonstrated by Bell[14].  

 

 
Figure 4- 7. Schematic of the modified gold surface. Reversible UAT-interactions can be studied by well-known 

bulk techniques like CA, FT-IR and XPS or AFM-based SMFS, which can be used in situ. 

 

The single molecule rupture events were studied at different loading rates covering two orders 

of magnitude. For each loading rate the most probable rupture force f* was determined using 

Gaussian fitting[15]. A dimer-criterion was used where only rupture events corresponding to 

stretch lengths between 10 nm and 25 nm were considered based on the polydispersity of the 

PEG-linker and the attached UAT-moiety. According to ref 16 the polydispersity of the 

PEG-linker leads to an estimated error of 2% in f∗. The stretching of individual PEG chains 

was further confirmed by successfully fitting the force extension curves to the wormlike chain 

(WLC) model, which yielded loading rate-independent mean values for the persistence length 

(lp) of 3.35 ± 0.49 Å, which agrees well with literature data. According to literature the helical 

state monomer length of PEG is 2.78 Å and a persistence length lp = 3.81 ± 0.02 Å (WLC) 

and Kuhn length lK =7Å (from a fit to the freely joined chain (FJC) model) was previously 

reported[17]. In our measurements the difference between the elasticity parameters obtained 

from fits to the WLC and FJC models is negligible since small extensions at low rupture 

forces were studied. In that case the following expressing for the relation of the persistence 

length and Kuhn length applies: lp=½·lK. Hence the average persistence length of 
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lp = 3.35 ± 0.49 Å is well in line with previously reported data and confirms that single chains 

were stretched and hence single molecule rupture events were probed.   

The Bell-Evans approach of loading rate-dependent bond rupture analysis[18] was applied to 

obtain a value for the thermal scale force fβ by fitting equation 4-1 via a Marquardt-Levenberg 

algorithm to the measured data (Figure 4- 8d). This approach is based on the fact that 

measurements are performed in far-from-equilibrium conditions where the chance of 

rebinding between receptor and ligand approaches zero, due to the flexible polymer linker. In 

this case the most probable rupture force of dissociation depends logarithmically on the 

applied loading rate. Therefore the kinetic off-time can be determined via these experiments. 

Although the kinetic on-time is not probed using the approach, the energy barrier between 

bound and unbound state can still be determined using an estimate for the diffusive relaxation 

time tD
[19]. According to the Bell-Evans theory the parameter fβ correlates the most probable 

rupture force f* with the loading rate rf (equation 4-1).  

 

BJ � BK 	 1L �M
�M�

                                       Equation 4-1 

 

Using the fitted values of fβ and rf
0, the bond lifetime for the mechanical stress-free state 

toff(f=0) and consequently the dimer equilibrium constant Keq are obtained via equations 4-2 

until 4-5 (see also Chapter 2). 

�AT � 5AH^_7 	 D
�NVIOPQ                  Equation 4-2 

 

NV
OPQ � -1LS�ATU # 1LSBKU - �R��:C�                     Equation 4-3 

 

NW � -X01L��Y                    Equation 4-4 

 

:@AA�`� � AH
�M�

                      Equation 4-5 

where tD is the diffusive relaxation time of the bound complex and R the molar gas constant.  
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Figure 4- 8. SMFS data and analysis of reversible (UAT)2 binding and bond rupture for different loading rates in 

hexadecane. (a) Force-extension curve showing a single molecule rupture event of (UAT)2 at a loading rate r of 

(134.7 ± 50.9) × 103 pN/s; (b) histogram of bond rupture forces of (UAT)2, most probable rupture force 

f* = 102 ± 32 pN; loading rate r = (134.7 ± 50.9) × 103 pN/s; (c) Gaussian fits of histograms of (UAT)2 bond 

rupture for different loading rates (r = (3.7 - 134.7) × 103 pN/s) in hexadecane; (d) loading rate-dependence of 

(UAT)2 (T = 303 ± 2 K, f� = 14.5 ± 1.1 pN; toff(0) = 100 ± 80 ms in comparison to (UPy)2 (T = 303 ± 2 K; 

f� = 21.3 ± 2.0 pN; toff(0) = 3.9 ± 0.9 s).  

 

The analysis described above provided the following parameters: fβ = 14.5 ± 1.1 pN, 

rf
o = (1.5 ± 0.9) × 102 pN/s. Based on these parameters the barrier width x� = 0.29 ± 0.02 nm, 

the bond lifetime at zero force toff(0) = 100 ± 80 ms and the dimer equilibrium constant 

Keq = (2 ± 1) × 107 M-1 were determined as well.   

 

 

4.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The results obtained above regarding the binding constant of the UAT-based DADA array in 

hexadecane, clearly indicate that a substantial higher value for the binding constant was 
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measured Kdim = (2 ± 1) × 107 M-1 in comparison with the predicted values from currently 

available theoretical models[7] (Kdim = 310 M-1 in chloroform; Kdim ~ 3 × 104 M-1 in 

hexadecane). The data obtained here is however close in line with the measured binding 

constants for similar DADA arrays measured in chloroform by Sijbesma and Meijer[20] by 

NMR binding studies (Kdim= 2 × 104 - 2 × 105 M-1) which would lead to extrapolated values of 

Kdim ~ 2 × 106 - 2 × 107 M-1 in hexadecane[21]. This value can not be determined by any other 

technique currently available. The results could however be more closely evaluated using 

additional associating kinetics SMFS experiments which can provide complementary 

information on the kinetic on-rate as was for instance discussed by Hinterdorfer, Noy and 

more recently by Janshoff and co-workers[22].  

The substantially higher binding constant observed here for (UAT)2 is attributed to the 

influence of the intermolecular hydrogen-bond which promotes a planar molecular geometry 

and significantly stabilizes the dimeric complex as was confirmed using 2D NMR (see Figure 

4- 3). Since theoretical models are only based on primary and secondary hydrogen-bond 

interactions, the effect of the planarized molecular geometry is not covered in the currently 

available theoretical models. Furthermore the intramolecular hydrogen-bond stabilization 

effect is much more pronounced for this DADA array in comparison to the stronger DDAA 

quadruple hydrogen-bonded array. Recent literature also demonstrated the importance of 

geometric configuration[23] and substituents[24] in which a wide range of dimer equilibrium 

constants in chloroform could be obtained by fine-tuning the substituents attached to the same 

DDAA or DADA quadruple hydrogen-bonded array. Most notable is the dramatic 800-fold 

decrease of the dimer equilibrium constant of a UPy (DDAA) hydrogen-bonded array due to a 

directly attached oligomeric ethylene glycol chain[24], which provides evidence for the major 

influence of substituents as (de)stabilizing factors on the dimer bond strength. The data 

presented here stress the need for direct measurements and more versatile models regarding 

hydrogen-bonding, since substituents and intramolecular/conformation hydrogen-bond 

stabilization can strengthen or weaken the hydrogen-bonded array over several orders of 

magnitude. Specifically when these systems are used for molecular motor applications[25], 

small solvent effects could significantly influence the efficiency of these motors.  

Nonetheless a major requirement for future application of AFM-based SMFS as a tool for 

automated bond strength analysis lies in a deeper understanding of the data analysis 

procedures as was recently discussed by Akhremitchev[26]. Significant improvements of 

AFM-based SMFS measurements can still be made, such as easy access to a wide variety of 
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commercially available, smaller and softer cantilevers with precisely and accurately defined 

spring constants. The combination of established protocols for data analysis and low noise 

measurements will then enable small environmental fluctuations studies in close proximity of 

the single molecule rupture events and hence a new level of understanding of single molecule 

interactions. A combined approach of SMFS experiments in which kinetic on- and off-rates 

are determined would then become feasible and less time-consuming, which would lead to 

more accurate values for the dimer binding constant. This in turn can be of vital importance 

for future applications in areas like nanotechnology, biosensing and medicine. 

 

4.5 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials. Anhydrous hexadecane (purity >99%, water <0.005%) and dibutyltindilaurate 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) and used as received. Chloroform 

and dichloromethane (both stabilized with amylene) were purchased from Biosolve 

(Valkenswaard, The Netherlands). If not mentioned otherwise all other chemicals were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  

General characterization methods. The 1H-NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Unity 

300. 300 MHz spectra were recorded in CDCl3 and therefore chemical shifts are given relative 

to the residual CHCl3 peak (7.26 ppm). 2D NMR and NMR on polymers were performed on a 

Bruker 600 MHz NMR. Electron spray mass spectrometry was performed on a Waters LCT 

(CV=15V). FT-IR bulk measurements were performed on a Bruker Alpha-P.  

 

Synthesis.  

 

1. 1,2-Dithiolane-3-pentyl-derivatized PEG 1 was synthesized using published procedures[9]. 

1,2-Dithiolane-3-pentanoic acid (1.12 mmol) was added to a solution of PEG (3.46 mmol, 

Mn = 1450 g/mol, PDI = 1.1, as confirmed by independent GPC measurements), 

N,N'-dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (1.27 mmol), and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (1.6 mmol) in 50 

ml anhydrous CH2Cl2 at 0º C. After 1 hour the solution was allowed to warm to room 

temperature and stirring was continued for 3 hours. After removal of the precipitated 

dicyclohexylurea by filtration and washing of the filtrate by 2 times 20 ml portions of 0.5 M 

NaCl and 2 times 20 ml portions NaHCO3, the product was dried overnight over anhydrous 
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magnesium sulfate and concentrated using a rotary evaporator. The product was then dried 

under reduced pressure (yield 90%). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): � 4.2 (t, 2H, CH2-O-

(C=O)), 3.7-3.5 (m, 130H, CH2-CH2-O, 1H, lipoic ring CH-S-S), 3.2-3.1 (m, 2H, lipoic ring 

CH2-CH2-S), 2.8 (br.s. 1H, CH2- CH2-OH), 2.5-2.4 (m, 2H, CH2-(C=O)), 2.4, 1.9 (2H, lipoic 

ring CH2-CH-S), 1.7-1.4 (m, 6H, CH2-CH2-CH2). FT-IR: 3550-3300 cm-1 (�OH, br), 2940-

2850 cm-1 (�CH2, m), 1732 cm-1 (�C=O, w), 1102 cm-1 (�C-O-C, s), 946 cm-1 (�CH2,�OH, m), 

841 cm-1 (�C-O-C,�CH2 m), 528 cm-1 (�CH2,�S-S, w).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. 1-(4-Amino-6-phenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-3-(6-isocyanatohexyl)urea 2a was synthesized 

using a slightly adapted published procedure1. 2,4-diamino-phenyl-1,3,5-triazine 2.04 gram 

(0.11 mol) was reacted with 10 ml of 1,6-diisocyanatohexane as described by Sijbesma and 

Meijer, however excess dry toluene (40 ml) was added to improve mixing during the reaction. 

The system was heated to 100 oC and refluxed overnight. The reactivity of 

phenyl-functionalyzed aminotriazine towards the isocyanate group is strongly reduced after 

monosubstitution which allows the monosubstituted 1-(4-amino-6-phenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-

3-(6-isocyanatohexyl)urea to be synthesized even with an excess of 1,6-diisocyanatohexane. 

After cooling down the excess 1,6-diisocyanatohexane was removed by washing the reaction 

mixture with heptane over a glass filter. The resulting white powder was dried in vacuo. 

Isolated yield 2.34 gram (0.0065 mol) = 60 %.  1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3), δ 10.22 (s, 1H, 

NH/N H-bond), 9.91 (s, 1H, NH/N intra H-bond), 9.31 (s, 1H, NH(from NH2)/N H-bond), 

8.20 (d, 2H, ortho), 7.60-7.48 (t, 3H, meta,para), 5.48 (s, 1H, HNH), 3.45 (q, 2H, (C=O)-NH-

CH2), 3.25 (t, O=C=N-CH2, 2H), 1.7-1.3 (m, 8H, O=C=N-CH2-(CH2)4-CH2-NH), specific 

hydrogen interactions were determined by 2D NMR (1H ROESY and COSY); mass (ESP), 

m/z=356.2 (M+H) and 711.4 (M2+H), calculated for C17H21N7O2 = 355.18 g/mol; FT-IR: 

3400 cm-1 (�NH,1oamine, w), 3300-3200 cm-1 (�NH,2oamine, w), 2930-2856 cm-1 (�CH2,w), 

2258 cm-1 (�N=C=O, m), 1656 cm-1 (�urethane, m), 1596 cm-1 (�phenyl, m), 1557cm-1 (�amidII, m), 

1511 cm-1 (�phenyl/as.triazine, m), 1460cm-1 (�CH2, m). 
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3. 1-(4-Amino-6-(3-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-3-(6-isocyanatohexyl)urea 2b 

was synthesized as described above using 1 gram (4 mmol) 6-(3-(trifluoromethyl)phenyl)-

1,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine as a starting material. Dry toluene (20 ml) and 10 ml of 

1,6-diisocyanatohexane was added. The system was heated to 100 oC and refluxed overnight. 

After cooling down excess 1,6-diisocyanatohexane was removed by washing the reaction 

mixture with heptane over a glass filter. The resulting white powder was dried in vacuo. 

Isolated yield = 71.5 %. 1H-NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 10.23 ((s, 1H, NH/N H-bond), 9.72 

(s, 1H, NH/N intra H-bond), 9.40 (s, 1H, NH(from NH2)/N H-bond), 8.44 (s,d,2H, ortho), 

7.82 (d, 1H, CF3C-CH=CH (para)), 7.63 (t, 1H, HC=CH-CH(meta)), 5.53 (s, 1H, HNH), 3.45 

(q, 2H, (C=O)-NH-CH2), 3.28 (t, 2H, O=C=N-CH2), 1.7-1.3 (m, 8H, O=C=N-CH2-(CH2)4-

CH2-NH); mass (ESP), m/z=424.2 (M+H) and 847.5 (M2+H), calculated for C18H20F3N7O2 = 

423.16 g/mol. FT-IR: 3396 cm-1 (�NH,1oamine, w), 3300-3200 cm-1 (�NH,2oamine, w), 2939-2862 

cm-1 (�CH2,w), 2259 cm-1 (�N=C=O, m), 1639 cm-1 (�urethane, m), 1582cm-1 (�amidII, m), 1520 cm-1 

(�phenyl/as.triazine, m), 1468cm-1 (�CH2, m), 1321 cm-1 (�CF3, w), 1164 cm-1 (�CF3, W), 1126 cm-1 

(�CF3, w). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. N-(6-(3-(4-amino-6-phenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)ureido)hexyl)acetamide-ran-PEGPPO was 

synthesized starting from 2.3287 gram of poly(ethylene glycol-ran-propylene glycol) 

monobutyl ether Mn ~3900 (PDI~1.1, 0.54 mmol) which was added to a roundbottom flask 
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and dried by 3 times azeotropic distillation over anhydrous toluene. Afterwards a slight excess 

of 1-(4-amino-6-phenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-3-(6-isocyanatohexyl)urea 2a 0.2107 gram 

(0.59 mmol), 2 drops of catalyst dibutyltindilaurate and 40 ml of dry chloroform was added 

under nitrogen environment. The whole mixture was heated to 60 oC and the reaction was left 

stirring overnight under argon atmosphere. Afterwards 1 gram of silica (Kieselgel 60) and 2 

drops of catalyst were added to remove unreacted isocyanate-endfunctionalized 

urea-aminotriazine and the reaction was left to take place over 4 hours after which no residual 

isocyanate peak could be detected via FT-IR. After cooling down, the silica-bound material 

was removed by washing the reaction mixture with chloroform over a glass filter. The 

resulting liquid like white product was dried in vacuo (yield = 83 %). 1H-NMR (600 MHz, 

CDCl3), 9.91 ppm (s, 1H, NH/N intra H-bond), 8.10 (d, 2H, ortho), 7.60-7.48 (t, 3H, 

meta,para), 3.7-3.6(m, CH2-O PEGPPO) 1.7-1.3 (m, O=C-NH-CH2-(CH2)4-CH2-NH and 

PEGPPO-endgroup), 1.16 (m, CH3, [PPO]m), 0.9 ppm (m,CH3 PEGPPO-endgroup); some 

PEGPPO peaks overlap with UAT and can not be accurately assigned; FT-IR 2973-2867 cm-1 

(�CH3,�CH2,w), 1656 cm-1 (�urethane, w), 1603 cm-1 (�phenyl, w),1523 cm-1 (�phenyl/as.triazine, w), 

1457cm-1 (�CH2, w), 1373cm-1 (�alkane, m), 1247 cm-1 (�alkane, w), 1094 cm-1 (�C-O-Csym, s), 

748 cm-1 (�aromatic, s). 

Preparation of Substrates. Gold substrates (200 nm gold on top of 3.5 nm Ti deposited onto 

glass substrates) were purchased from Ssens BV (Hengelo, The Netherlands). Prior to use, 

these substrates were cleaned in piranha solution [2:1 H2SO4 (Sigma-Aldrich)/H2O2 (30 %, 

Fluka) by volume], then rinsed three times with Milli-Q water and ethanol, and subsequently 

rinsed with the pure solvent. The samples were directly transferred to the monolayer solution 

preventing any direct contact with air. Caution: Piranha solution should be handled with 

extreme caution. It has been reported to detonate unexpectedly. 

Preparation and Characterization of Monolayers. Monolayers were prepared by 

immersing (annealed) gold substrates into a dilute solution of the corresponding compound 

for at least 16 hours (typical concentration: 1 mM). See Figure 4- 4 for a reaction scheme for 

the preparation of the different layers. After rinsing in pure solvent and drying in a nitrogen 

stream, the measurements were performed with minimum delay. The layers were 

characterized by contact angle measurements, XPS, FT-IR spectroscopy and AFM. 

Grazing incidence FT-IR spectra were recorded at room temperature on a Bruker Vertex 

70v vacuum FT-IR spectrometer equipped with a MCT detector (angle of incidence 80 
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degrees). Background spectra were recorded on deuterated octadecanethiol (ODT) 

functionalized gold surfaces. 

Dynamic contact angle measurements were performed at room temperature on a OCA-20 

contact angle analyzer using the dynamic sessile drop method. The advancing and receding 

contact angles were determined using video based analysis and build-in software. The 

specified contact angles provide average values determined at several spots on the 

functionalized gold surfaces. 

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy. XPS spectra were recorded using a PHI Quantera SXM 

(scanning XPS microprobe) from Physical Electronics. Spectra were acquired using a 

monochromated X-ray beam (Al K�, monochromatic at 1486.6 eV) with the following beam 

specification: 100-μm-diameter; 25 W; 45o take-off angle. Atomic concentrations were 

determined by numerical integration of the relative peak areas in the detailed element scans 

using the following sensitivity factors: Au(4f) [6.805], C(1s) [0.314], N(1s) [0.499], O(1s) 

[0.733], S(2p) [0.717]. 

Atomic Force Microscopy. The measurements were carried out with a Veeco/Bruker 

Multimode with a NanoScope V controller (Veeco/Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA). The 

calibration of the AFM scanner in the z direction was carried out using a set of three vertical 

calibration standards (TGZ 01-03) with step heights of 25.5, 104, and 512 nm, respectively 

(Silicon-MDT, Moscow, Russia). A double-sided gold coated MikroMasch rectangular beam 

cantilever (CSC38) was used (the spring constant was determined by the thermal noise 

method[27]  to be k = 0.133 ± 0.014 N/m). 

 

APPENDIX 

Additional bulk characterization data of the synthesized products (FTIR, XPS) and 

AFM-based SMFS data is presented below. 

 

FTIR analysis 

FTIR bulk characterization of the in Figure 4- 1 displayed dithiolane-derivatized PEG 1 and 

the self-complementary receptor molecules 2a-c is displayed here.  

Peak assignment of the FT-IR spectra can be found in the experimental section 

(paragraph 4.5).  
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Figure 4- 9. (a) Bulk FT-IR spectra of synthesized product 1 from the starting materials (lipoic acid and PEG) 

and a zoom (b) in the region for the carboxylic acid vibrations to provide evidence for the coupling reaction. For 

peak identifications see previous experimental section. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4- 10. Bulk FT-IR spectra of synthesized product 1+2a via isocyanate chemistry. The isocyanate peak 

around 2256 cm-1 clearly disappears after the reaction and peak broadening of the PEG C-O-C vibration around 

1100 cm-1 can be observed as well, due to the loss of crystallinity. For peak identifications see previous 

experimental section. 
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Figure 4- 11. (a) Bulk FT-IR spectra of synthesized product 2a (UAT) and 2b (UAT-CF3); (b) zoom in the 

region for the CF3 vibrations which can clearly be identified from the spectrum. For peak identifications see 

previous experimental section. 

 

 

 
Figure 4- 12. (a) Bulk FT-IR spectra of ran-PEGPPO and the synthesized products 2a (UAT) and 2c 

(UAT-PEGPPO); (b) zoom in the region for the phenyl, triazine, ureathane, and C=O vibrations of the 

UAT-moiety. For peak identifications see previous experimental section. 

 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy  

XPS was used to determine the composition of the self-assembled layers. Au(4f), C(1s), 

N(1s), O(1s), S(2p) signals were studied in detail. Peak positions were aligned using the 

binding energy peaks of Au(4f7/2) electrons at 84.5 eV. Effective coupling of the PEG-chains 

to the gold surface could be observed (Au-S in S2p spectrum) and the abundances of the 

different atoms were analyzed (see Tables below and Figure 4- 14). To be able to obtain 

reasonably dense PEG-layers and detect the added UAT-hydrogen-bonded moieties the 
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reaction times were substantially prolonged in several cases in comparison to samples 

prepared for single molecule detection. Within error margins the abundances detected on the 

surface are as expected from theoretical calculations (see Table 4- 1 until 4- 6), although 

slightly more sulfur is detected for all samples. In the PEG-UAT 1+2a sample additional 

nitrogen is clearly present (see Figure 4- 14).  

Since a small nitrogen contamination can be observed on a blank and the PEG sample as well, 

this will be taken into account for the surface coverage calculations on the PEG-UAT-layer. 

Taking into account the polydispersity of the PEG-chains, the distribution of C1s peaks 

should be as follows:    aliphatic C   8.6 - 10.1 % 

     C-O   88.4 - 90.1 % 

     C=O   remaining % (only 1 bond)  

 

The actual distribution for the PEG-layer 1 is:  aliphatic C  22.4 % 

        C-O   70.1 % 

 

 

% error theoretical 

C1s [0.314] 0.63 0.04 0.66 

O1s [0.733] 0.33 0.01 0.32 

S2p [0.717] 0.04 0.01 0.02 

Table 4- 1. Surface composition of PEG layer 1 on gold. Only C, O and S signals are taken into account and a 

comparison with theoretical values is presented. 

 

% error theoretical 

C1s [0.314] 0.62 0.03 0.66 

O1s [0.733] 0.32 0.01 0.32 

S2p [0.717] 0.04 0.01 0.02 

N1s [0.499] 0.02 0.01 0 

Table 4- 2. Surface composition of PEG layer 1 on gold. C, O, N and S signals are taken into account and a 

comparison with theoretical values is presented. 

 

So at least 12 % of aliphatic carbon is detected that can not be contributed to the molecules on 

the surface. This is well-known phenomenon and often reported in literature[12a] as an 
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“adventitious carbon layer”. Depending on the thickness of the layer under investigation the 

influence of this “adventitious carbon layer” is more or less pronounced. 

 

Figure 4- 13. XPS data for S2p signals of (a) PEG 1 and (b) PEG-UAT 1+2a covered gold surfaces. The large 

abundance of thiol-gold bonds (S-Au, relative shift to free S) provides evidence for the adsorption of the thiol 

end-functionalized PEG. 

 

 
Figure 4- 14. XPS data for N1s signals of (a) PEG 1 and (b) PEG-UAT 1+2a covered gold surfaces. 

 

Using a correction for the adventitious carbon layer (determined via a blank measurement and 

the relative layer thickness) gives the following numbers for the C1s distribution. 

 

 PEG 1 PEG 1 theory PEG 1 error (%) 

Aliphatic carbon 11.4 10.0 12.2 

C-O 88.6 89.0 0.4 

Table 4- 3. Corrected distribution of the C1s signal for aliphatic and C-O bonds for the PEG 1. Using the data 

for the adventititious carbon layer the aliphatic carbon and C-O distributions can be calculated. 
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The XPS analysis for the PEG-UAT-layer 1+2a gives the following results. First the analysis 

of a gold surface with short reaction time is presented (which can be used for single molecule 

detection). 

% error theoretical 

C1s [0.314] 0.67 0.01 0.66-0.67 

O1s [0.733] 0.28 0.02 0.26-0.32 

S2p [0.717] 0.05 0.00 0.02 

N1s [0.499] 0.02 0.02 0-0.06 

Table 4- 4. Surface composition of PEG-UAT-layer 1+2a on gold short reaction times (for single molecule 

experiments). C, O, N and S signals are taken into account and a comparison with theoretical values is presented 

depending on the surface coverage. Note that the nitrogen signal lies within the measured error margin. 

 

Since the nitrogen signal lies within the error margins of the detection sensitivity of the XPS, 

a second sample was prepared with substantially prolonged reaction times. Now the amount 

of nitrogen on the surface clearly exceeds the detection limit. 

 

% error theoretical 

C1s [0.314] 0.69 0.03 0.66-0.67 

O1s [0.733] 0.26 0.01 0.26-0.32 

S2p [0.717] 0.05 0.01 0.02 

N1s [0.499] 0.04 0.01 0-0.06 

Table 4- 5. Surface composition of PEG-UAT-layer 1+2a on gold with substantially prolonged reaction times. 

C, O, N and S signals are taken into account and a comparison with theoretical values is presented depending on 

the surface coverage. 

 

From the data in Table 4- 5 a surface coverage of 11 ± 6% can be determined for this sample. 

The “adventitious carbon effect” is even more obvious in the C1s spectrum of the PEG-UAT 

1+2a sample were a surface coverage of 11 ± 6 % would lead to an aliphatic/aromatic carbon 

contribution of 10 ± 2%. However an actual percentage aliphatic/aromatic carbon of 37% is 

determined. Using the data for the adventitious carbon layer the aliphatic carbon and C-O 

distributions can be calculated again, although errors get larger due to the fact that this layer 

was thinner than the PEG-layer 1. Corrections for a thinner layer logically introduce more 

errors as is demonstrated in Table 4- 6. 
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 PEG-UAT 1+2a PEG-UAT 1+2a 

theory 

PEG-UAT 1+2a 

error (%) 

Aliphatic carbon 25.1 9.6 61.6 

C-O 74.9 79.8 6.5 

Table 4- 6. Corrected distribution of the C1s signal for aliphatic/aromatic and C-O bonds for the PEG-UAT 

1+2a.  

 

AFM force spectroscopy data 

Single molecule dimer rupture events were selected using a dimer criterium, based on the 

most probable monomer length of the PEG-UAT-moiety (10.3 - 12.2 nm, PDI of 1.1; 

n = 30-36 monomer units). 

Rupture events between 10 and 25 nm were processed and wormlike chain fitting was 

performed to confirm a single molecule rupture event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4- 15.  Normalized force curves of (UAT)2 rupture events for different loading rates. The fitted 

persistence length matches the reported values for the persistence length for PEG in literature (overlay curve) [17]. 

The average persistence length for all loading rates is 3.35 ± 0.49Å. Reported values in literature: for wormlike 

chain fitting persistence length lp = 3.81 ± 0.02Å[17a] and freely jointed chain fitting Kuhn’s length 

lK=2·lp=7Å[17b].  
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Figure 4- 16. (a-e) Histograms of DADA hydrogen-bond rupture events for different loading rates at 

T = 303 ± 2 K. (a) r = (3.7 ± 1.4) x 103 pN/s, f* = 46 ± 24 pN; (b) r = (13.4 ± 4.7) x 103 pN/s, f* = 68 ± 18 pN; 

(c) r = (46.7 ± 17.5) x 103 pN/s, f* = 86 ± 17 pN; (d) r = (108.3 ± 45.5) x 103 pN/s, f* = 92 ± 36 pN; (e) 

r = (134.7 ± 50.9) x 103 pN/s, f* = 102 ± 32 pN; (f) loading rate-dependent rupture force for (UAT)2 in 

hexadecane. 
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CHAPTER 5 

AFM-BASED SINGLE MOLECULE FORCE SPECTROSCOPY OF SUPRAMOLECULAR 

UREA-AMINOTRIAZINE-BASED POLYMERS 

 

  

 

Abstract 

Atomic Force Microscopy-based single molecule force spectroscopy (AFM-based SMFS) was used to study the 

bond strength of self-complementary hydrogen-bonded complexes based on supramolecular urea-aminotriazine 

(UAT) quadruple hydrogen-bonded polymers in hexadecane (HD). The unbinding forces were investigated at 

different fixed piezo retraction rates in far-from-equilibrium conditions. The rupture events observed were 

identified as the unbinding of single bonds of an associating polymer. Based on the independent knowledge of 

the linker length, the number of supramolecular bonds (N) at rupture was determined. The rupture force of 

supramolecular UAT polymer chains was found to decrease with increasing rupture length and its dependence 

on N was in quantitative agreement with the theory on uncooperative bond rupture for supramolecular linkages 

switched in series. In experiments with three different fixed loading rates, identical values for the characteristic 

bond length xβ, to within the experimental error, were obtained. Thus a mean dimer equilibrium constant 

Kdim of (1.1 ± 0.3) × 107 M-1 was estimated. This value is in good agreement with the previously measured value 

for the binding constant of (UAT)2 (Chapter 4). Hence the new approach to estimate the relevant parameters for 

the rupture of dimers in experiments on supramolecular linkages switched in series at one fixed loading rate, 

presented in Chapter 3 for the UPy system, was validated.  
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this Chapter we apply the new approach, presented in Chapter 3 for the UPy-system[1], of 

estimating all relevant parameters for the rupture of supramolecular dimeric complexes in 

experiments on supramolecular linkages switched in series at one fixed loading rate, to the 

ureido-amino-triazine (UAT) system introduced in Chapter 4. Thereby we aim at a validation 

and independent check of this approach. For this purpose a bifunctional UAT PEG-linker was 

synthesized (Figure 5- 1) and rupture forces of supramolecular UAT-polymers were studied in 

hexadecane using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)-based Single Molecule Force 

Spectroscopy (SMFS) (Figure 5- 2).  

 

 

Figure 5- 1. Synthesis of the bifunctional UAT-PEG-linker (monomer) for supramolecular polymer formation. 

 

 
Figure 5- 2. Schematic of AFM-based SMFS of supramolecular UAT-polymers in hexadecane. A gold coated 

surface and AFM-probe are functionalized with PEG 1 and PEG-UAT 1+2 moieties. The bifunctional 

UAT-PEG-linker 3 is added to form supramolecular polymers in hexadecane for in situ AFM-based SMFS 

studies. 
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The dependence of the bond strength on supramolecular polymer length was studied in the 

same manner as was discussed in Chapter 3 for the UPy supramolecular polymers.  

5.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To determine the rupture forces of supramolecular UAT-polymers in hexadecane a 

PEG-UAT-functionalized gold surface and gold-coated AFM-probe were used as described in 

Chapter 4. However, the bis-UAT-PEG-linker 3 was added to the system in a concentration of 

2.5 x 10-5 M to result in the formation of supramolecular UAT-polymers in situ. Using 

AFM-based SMFS, bridging supramolecular polymer chains were stretched and broken at 

three different, but fixed loading rates. The loading rates used ensure far-from-equilibrium 

conditions: r = (32.0 ± 7.0) x 103 pN/s, r = (68.4 ± 20.5) x 103 pN/s and 

r = (121.3 ± 28.1) x 103 pN/s.  

As can be seen in Figure 5- 3, the rupture lengths observed exceeded those expected for the 

dimer (Chapter 4) significantly. Since these rupture lengths were only observed in the 

presence of 3 the formation of supramolecular polymer chains bridging between the substrate 

surface and the tip can be concluded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5- 3. Unbinding events of UAT-moieties in the presence of bis-UAT 3. The force-extension curves were 

fitted to the wormlike chain (WLC) model which provided the persistence length lp = 3.63 ± 0.40 Å. 

 

After the data was converted to force-extension curves (see Chapter 2), such as those shown 

in Figure 5- 3, the rupture length and rupture force were determined[2]. The corresponding 
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data is plotted in histograms for the three different, but fixed loading rates used (Figure 5- 4). 

Fitting the force-extension curves to the wormlike chain (WLC) model confirmed that single 

molecule supramolecular polymers were stretched[3,4]. The wormlike chain fits provided the 

following value for the persistence length lp = 3.63 ± 0.40 Å, which is in good agreement with 

literature data[3]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5- 4. Histograms of rupture forces (left, a,c,e) and plots of rupture force vs length for unbinding in 

hexadecane (right, b,d,f) at the following loading rates: (a,b) r = (121.3 ± 28.1) x 103 pN/s; (c,d) 

r = (68.4 ± 20.5) x 103 pN/s; (e,f) r = (32.0 ± 7.0) x 103 pN/s. Note that the dimer rupture events (qualified as 

unbinding events with stretch lengths between 11 and 25 nm, black) in all histograms display a substantially 

higher most probable unbinding force in comparison with the ensemble of all supramolecular polymer 

unbinding events (grey) for a specific loading rate. 
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Based on the length of the PEG-linker and the attached UAT-moieties of the bis-UAT-linker, 

the stretch length of every single supramolecular UAT polymer was converted to the number 

of linkers N: N = (L/11 nm)-1[5]. Hence the most probable force f* was estimated and plotted 

as a function of N and a decrease of the most probable rupture force f* with the number of 

linkers N was observed for all data sets. Subsequently the data was fitted in the same manner 

as described in Chapter 3, using a fast-converging Marquart-Levenberg algorithm and 

equation 5-1 for uncooperative bond rupture in series described by Evans and Williams[6]:  

 

Equation 5-1 

 

The fitted data for the three data sets obtained at different, but fixed loading rates, provided 

the most probable rupture force of the dimer f*single as well as the thermal scale force fβ. 

Subsequently the value for the dimer equilibrium constant was determined. An overview of 

the obtained data is presented in Figure 5- 5, where the error bars denote the standard 

deviation of the distribution. The analysis of the three different data sets provided the data 

presented in Table 5- 1. 

 

Parameter 

polymer  

r = (32.0 ± 7.0) 

x 103 pN/s 

 polymer  

r = (68.4 ± 20.5) 

x 103 pN/s 

polymer  

r = (121.3 ± 28.1) 

x 103 pN/s 

dimer study 

Chapter 4 

fβ [pN] 13.5 ± 2.7 14.6 ± 1.4 15.3 ± 1.6 14.5 ± 1.1 

f*single [pN][8] 82.2 ± 2.1 96.2 ± 2.1 105.6 ± 2.4 rf-dependent 

rf
0 [pN/s] (2.4 ± 1.9) × 102 (2.8 ± 1.4) × 102 (3.9 ± 2.1) × 102 (1.5 ± 0.9) × 102 

toff(0) [ms] 130 ± 90 70 ± 30 50 ± 30 100 ± 80 

xβ [nm] 0.31 ± 0.08 0.29 ± 0.03 0.27 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.02 

ΔG [kJ/mol] 42 ± 2 41 ± 1 40 ± 2 44 ± 2 

Kdim [M-1] (3 ± 2) × 107 (1 ± 1) × 107 (9 ± 6) × 106 (2 ± 1) × 107 

Table 5- 1. Overview of parameters determined via AFM-based SMFS of UAT supramolecular polymers in 

hexadecane for three different, but fixed loading rates r = (32.0 ± 7.0) x 103 pN/s; r = (68.4 ± 20.5) x 103 pN/s 

and r = (121.3 ± 28.1) x 103 pN/s in comparison with loading rate-dependent dimer bond rupture studies. 

 

In Figure 5- 5 (panel d) a comparison of the fitted most probable rupture force of the dimers 

f*single (as part of the supramolecular ensemble, N=1) at the three different, but fixed loading 
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rates and the loading rate-dependent dimer studies in Chapter 4 is presented as well. As can be 

observed in Figure 5- 5 (panel d) and Table 5- 1 the fitted values obtained for the three 

different data sets - at a single fixed loading rate - and the corresponding parameters of the 

potential energy landscape are in close agreement with each other. The characteristic 

transition state length xβ also corresponds to approximate values estimated on the basis of 

crystallographic data of the hydrogen-bond lengths of DADA arrays by Sijbesma and 

Meijer[10]. These hydrogen-bond lengths were obtained by Sijbesma and Meijer using 

crystallographic data for colourless crystals of different DADA arrays of which the structure 

was solved by automated direct methods (SHELXS-96). For a more detailed description see 

ref. 10. 

 

 
Figure 5- 5. (a-c) Plots of fitted data using the model for uncooperative bond failure in series for supramolecular 

polymers in hexadecane at fixed loading rates: (a) r = (121.3 ± 28.1) x 103 pN/s; fβ = 15.3 ± 1.6 pN; 

f*single = 105.6 ± 2.4 pN; (b) r = (68.4 ± 20.5) x 103 pN/s; fβ = 14.6 ± 1.4 pN; f*single = 96.2 ± 2.1 pN; (c) 

r = (32.0 ± 7.0) x 103 pN/s; fβ = 13.5 ± 2.7 pN; f*single = 82.2 ± 2.1 pN; (d) comparison of the dimer rupture study 

(Chapter 4) and the fits obtained in this chapter of the most probable dimer rupture force f*single based on the 

uncooperative bond failure model. 
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Figure 5- 6. Plot of the thermal scale force fβ data obtained by unbinding studies of dimers (Chapter 4, long 

band) and supramolecular polymers (this chapter, datapoints) in hexadecane including their error margins. Since 

a range of loading rates was used in Chapter 4 to determine the thermal scale force fβ this is represented with a 

line and the corresponding error bar over the full range of loading rates. 

 

The value for the dimer binding constant of (UAT)2 was then calculated exactly as discussed 

in Chapter 3. The main advantage of this procedure lies in the fact that only one single 

measured data set at one fixed loading rate is required. Since the same procedure and 

equations are used to determine the dimer binding constant and the parameters of the potential 

energy landscape, also similar errors are introduced[7]. An additional error, which is only 

introduced by this approach, lies in the conversion of stretch length to number of linkers N. 

From equation 5- 1 it can be concluded that the error in fβ depends linearly on the error in f* 

for small N and hence reasonable accuracy is obtained when large data sets with a substantial 

polymer length such as those presented here are used to determine fβ.  

The average value of the dimer equilibrium constant – based on the three data sets −  

Keq = Kdim = (1.1 ± 0.3) × 107 M-1 for (UAT)2 in hexadecane agrees well with the value 

obtained for the loading rate-dependent studies presented in Chapter 4[9]. This central result 

fully validates our new approach and shows that the choice of the loading rate possesses only 

negligible influence on the parameters estimated, as long as the unbinding events occurs 

under far-from-equilibrium conditions. 
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5.3 CONCLUSIONS 

The combined results from Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 demonstrate that studying the forced 

unbinding of single supramolecular polymers at one fixed piezo retraction rate at 

far-from-equilibrium conditions by AFM-based SMFS can provide single molecule rupture 

force parameters required to calculate kinetic off-rates and (assuming a tD) equilibrium 

complexation constants. The measured rupture forces of supramolecular polymers of different 

length and independent knowledge of the constituent segment length provided access to the 

dimer bond lifetime at zero force toff(f=0). For both supramolecular polymers (UPy and UAT) 

the results agree with previously obtained data for loading rate-dependent dimer interaction 

studies. Furthermore, the results are well in line with actual measurements by Sijbesma and 

Meijer[10,11] of the dimer binding constant of the same or similar systems in chloroform and 

other organic solvents based on NMR binding studies (DADA) or fluorescence spectroscopy 

studies of pyrene-labeled UPy-moieties (DDAA). Finally, these results demonstrate that the 

uncooperative bond failure model can be applied for strongly interacting systems as long as 

far-from-equilibrium conditions are applied.  

 

5.4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials. Anhydrous hexadecane (purity � 99 %, water < 0.005 %) and dibutyltindilaurate 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) and used as received. Chloroform 

(stabilized with amylene) and dichloromethane were purchased from Biosolve 

(Valkenswaard, The Netherlands). 

1,2-Dithiolane-3-pentyl-derivatized PEG 1, 1-(4-amino-6-phenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)-3-(6-

isocyanatohexyl)urea (UAT) 2 and PEG-linked bis-urea-aminotriazine 3 were synthesized 

according to published procedures[12]. See also Chapter 3 and 5 for a more detailed description 

of the synthesis procedures. 

PEG-linked bis-urea-aminotriazine was synthesized using 1.0525 gram of PEG28 (Polypure 

95% pure PEG28 Mw = 1251.5 g/mol; 0.8 mmol), which was previously dried by three times 

azeotropic distillation over anhydrous toluene. Excess 1-(4-amino-6-phenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-

yl)-3-(6-isocyanato-hexyl)urea 2 1.2330 gram (3.5 mmol), 2 drops of  catalyst 

dibutyltindilaurate and 40 ml of dry chloroform were added under nitrogen environment. The 

clear solvent mixture was heated to 60 oC and the reaction was left stirring overnight under 

argon atmosphere. After 20 hours of reaction time 2.5 gram silica (Kieselgel 60) and 2 drops 
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of catalyst were added to remove unreacted isocyanate-endfunctionalized urea-aminotriazine 

and the reaction was left to take place over 6 hours, after which no residual isocyanate peak 

could be detected via FT-IR. After cooling down, the silica-bound material was removed by 

washing the reaction mixture with chloroform over a glass filter. Chloroform was removed by 

rotation evaporation and the residue was further dried under vacuum for several hours and 

stored under argon atmosphere. Isolated yield: 66.4 % (1.40 gram). 1H-NMR (300 MHz, 

CDCl3), δ 10.29 (s, 2H, NH/N H-bond), 9.90 (s, 2H, NH/N intra H-bond), 9.33 (s, 2H, 

NH(from NH2)/N H-bond), 8.20 (d, 4H, ortho), 7.60-7.47 (t, 6H, meta,para), 5.63 (s, 2H, 

HNH), 4.21 (t, 4H, (C=O)-O-CH2), 3.69-3.58 (m, CH2 PEG), 3.42 (t, (C=O)-NH-CH2 PEG, 

4H), 3.13 (t, (C=O)-NH-CH2 UAT, 4H), 1.7-1.3 (m, 16H, O=C=N-CH2-(CH2)4-CH2-NH). 

From the integrals an estimate of the PEG units is obtained which is very close to the actual 

number of 28; mass (MALDI-TOF MS), m/z=1961.9 (M, PEG Mw = 1251.5 g/mol, UAT 

Mw = 355 g/mol (2x), PEG-(UAT)2 Mw = 1961.5), FT-IR 3500 cm-1 (�(OH) H-bond, w), 

3400 cm-1 (�NH,1oamine, w), 3300-3200 cm-1 (�NH,2oamine, w), 2959-2882 cm-1 (�CH2,w), 

1739 cm-1 (�C=O ester, w), 1711 cm-1 (�C=O, w), 1630 cm-1 (�C=O amide, w), 1543 cm-1 (�NH,amidII, w), 

1454-1466 cm-1 (�CH2, m), 1280 cm-1 (�C-O/C-N, w), 1240 cm-1 (�C-O, w), 1239 cm-1 (�C-O-C, w), 

1101 cm-1 (�C-O-C, s), 1060 cm-1 (�C-O-C, s), 952 cm-1 (�CH2, m), 841 cm-1 (�C-O-C,�CH2 m), 

528 cm-1 (�CH2, w). 

Sample preparation. Gold substrates (200 nm gold on top of 3.5 nm Ti deposited onto glass 

substrates) were purchased from Ssens BV (Hengelo, The Netherlands). Prior to use, these 

substrates were cleaned in piranha solution [2:1 H2SO4 (Sigma-Aldrich)/H2O2 (30 %, Fluka) 

by volume], then rinsed three times with Milli-Q water and ethanol, and subsequently rinsed 

with the pure solvent. The samples were directly transferred to the monolayer solution 

preventing any direct contact with air. Caution: Piranha solution should be handled with 

extreme caution. It has been reported to detonate unexpectedly. On gold substrates, 

self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of 1 were prepared from 1 mM CH2Cl2 solution and 

reacted with 2.5 mmol 2 in 10 ml CHCl3 solution for 24 hours using one drop of 

dibutyltindilaurate as catalyst. After rinsing with pure solvent and drying in an N2 stream, 

measurements were performed with minimal delay. The same procedure was used for 

AFM-tip functionalization. 

General characterization methods. The 1H-NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Unity 

300. 300 MHz spectra were recorded in CDCl3 and therefore chemical shifts are given relative 

to the residual CHCl3 peak (7.26 ppm). 1H-NMR on polymers was performed on a Bruker 
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600 MHz. FT-IR bulk measurements were performed on a Bruker Alpha-P. The mass of the 

bifunctional PEG-(UAT)2 linker was analyzed with MALDI-TOF spectrometry on a Applied 

Biosystems Voyager DE-RP.  

Atomic Force Microscopy. The AFM-based SMFS measurements were performed on a 

Veeco/Bruker Multimode (NanoScope V controller (Veeco/Bruker, Santa Barbara, CA)) with 

a Picoforce vertical engage scanner and a liquid cell (Bruker/Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA). A 

double-sided gold coated MikroMasch rectangular beam cantilever (CSC38) was 

functionalized in two consecutive steps, as described above, with a self-assembled layer of 1 

and subsequent reaction with 2. Tips for SMFS were taken directly from solution followed by 

rinsing with pure solvent. The cantilever spring constant (k = 0.133 ± 0.014 N/m) was 

determined in liquid via the thermal tune method[13]. Loading rates were determined as the 

slope of the force versus time trace of the force-extension curves (~ 20 data points) close to 

the rupture event. All experiments were performed in a saturated solution of 3 in anhydrous 

hexadecane at T = 303 ± 2 K. conc. = 2.5 x 10-5 M. 
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CHAPTER 6 

AFM-BASED SMFS OF UPY DIMERS AND POLYMERS IN DIFFERENT SOLVENTS 

  

 

Abstract 

The influence of solvent polarity on the bond strength of ureidopyrimidinone (UPy) supramolecular dimers was 

investigated in 2-propanol, 1-nonanol and hexadecane as well as in binary mixtures of 2-propanol and 

hexadecane. The bond strength appears to scale with solvent polarity, which is consistent when solvent 

“competition” is assumed for hydrogen-bond formation. Based on the literature we infer that the more polar 

solvent molecules compete with the hydrogen-bond formation in supramolecular dimer and polymers and hence 

reduce the hydrogen-bond strength. Using single molecule force spectroscopy measurements it was observed 

that the unbinding forces shift to lower values for increasingly polar solvents. The corresponding distributions of 

the rupture forces were shown to deviate from a normal distribution. Whereas in pure hexadecane the rupture 

force distributions can be described with a Gaussian function, the distributions of rupture forces in polar 

2-propanol and to a lesser extent in 1-nonanol deviate markedly from a Gaussian distribution, as confirmed e.g. 

by the Shapiro-Wilks test. The distributions in polar solvents are tentatively attributed to bond rupture in 

different local environments that may be related to molecular clustering, observed by others, in these solvents. In 

binary mixtures of 2-propanol and hexadecane similar bond strengths and bond strength distributions as in 

2-propanol were observed. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The bond strength between hydrogen-bonded moieties in various solvents is among others 

affected by the polarity of the solvent (classified by the dielectric constant) as was pointed out 

in Chapter 2. Abrahams[1] and Hunter[2] described the interactions between solvent and solute, 

which can both consist of hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors, using a rather straightforward 

electrostatic approach. This leads to a general scheme for the hydrogen-bond interactions 

between two neutral functional groups in an arbitrary solvent (Figure 6- 1).  

 

 

 

Figure 6- 1. General scheme for the hydrogen-bond interactions between two neutral functional groups in any 

solvent. Based on the competition between solvent-solute, solute-solute and solvent-solvent an estimate for the 

free-energy of binding ΔG of the hydrogen-bond interaction can be obtained using the hydrogen-bond donor and 

acceptor constants for the solute (α and β, respectively) and the hydrogen-bond donor and acceptor constant for 

the solvent (αs and βs, respectively).  Image adapted from ref. 2. 

 

In case of the hydrogen-bond interactions in hexadecane, as discussed in Chapter 3, the 

observed high dimer binding constant values can be explained by the fact that the highly 

apolar solvent drives dimer and polymer formation to reduce the interaction of hexadecane 
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with the hydrogen-bond monomers (solvophobic zone; in Figure 6- 1 bottom-left quadrant; 

see Chapter 2). Due to the absence of a dipole moment in the solvent molecules, no additional 

preferential solvation exists, as a result of the dipole moment of solvent molecules. However, 

when the hydrogen-bond strength in different alcohols - with a significant dipole moment - is 

studied, the solvent-solute interaction is expected to compete with the formation of 

hydrogen-bonds in supramolecular dimers and polymers. Based on polarity the 

hydrogen-bond strength of supramolecular dimers and polymers should increase from 

top-to-bottom along the polarity range presented in Table 6- 1. 

   

 
Dipole moment* [D] 

*in the gas phase 
Dielectric constant �r 

H2O 1.85 80 (300 K) 

methanol 1.70 32.6 (298 K) 

1-butanol 1.66 17.8 (293 K) 

toluene  0.4 2.4 (293 K) 

hexane, heptane, 

octadecane, 

hexadecane, etc. 

- ~2 (293 K) 

Table 6- 1. Dipole moments and dielectric constants for various solvents[3].  

 

Although a quantitative relationship between hydrogen-bond strength and solvent polarity 

was never fully established, a trend as presented above is clearly observed in NMR and 

fluorescence spectroscopy studies of the dimer binding constant KD and bond lifetime of 

(UPy)2 in various solvents[4].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6- 2. UPy-dimer bond strength and bond lifetimes in various solvents (bulk studies) determined via 

fluorescence spectroscopy of pyrene-labeled UPy[4]
.  

solvent 
Dimer binding constant 

KD [M-1] 
Bond lifetime [ms] 

CHCl3+H2O 1 x 107 80 

CHCl3 6 x 107 120 

toluene 6 x 108 1700 
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Depending on the solvent however, different contributions influence the formation of 

hydrogen-bonds. For hydrogen-bonded moieties in a solvent with multiple hydrogen-bond 

donors or acceptors, such as a range of alcohols, these interactions become more complex. 

According to the simplified approach by Hunter[2], such multiple hydrogen-bonded 

interactions can be considered as sums of the individual donor-acceptor contributions.  For 

example, a 1:1 mixture of water and dimethylether would behave similar to methanol (see 

Appendix). However, this coarse approach has clear limitations (see discussion in section 2.4, 

Chapter 2 and Figure 2- 9). 

In addition to relevance for physical chemistry of solutions, single molecule studies provide 

new insights for the growing field of chemistry at the nanoscale. For example, recent studies 

on hydrogen-bond-based single molecular motors demonstrated the influence of solvent 

composition on the rotary speed of molecular rings in catenanes[5]. In this chapter various 

experiments are described to study the structure-property relationships and the influence of 

solvent polarity on the hydrogen-bond formation on a single molecule level in different 

solvents and solvent mixtures, including: 

 

1. 2-propanol 

2. 1-nonanol 

3. 50:50 (v/v) mixture of 2-propanol and hexadecane 

4. 80:20 (v/v) mixture of 2-propanol and hexadecane 

 

2-Propanol was chosen due to its high polarity and the low solubility of UPy supramolecular 

dimers and polymers. This low solubility renders the determination of the bond strength by 

standard approaches such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), isothermal titration 

calorimetry (ITC) or fluorescence spectroscopy not feasible. In addition to the otherwise not 

attainable access to bond strengths in this solvent, the already reported effect of solvent on the 

rotary speed of molecular motors in solution motivates this study[6]: when a few percent of a 

poor solvent is added to a solution of molecular motors, this might change the rotary speed of 

several single molecular motors in solution. Hence, the following paragraphs will discuss 

single molecule studies of supramolecular dimers and polymers in polar and mixtures of polar 

and apolar solvents.  
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6.2 UPY DIMERS IN 2-PROPANOL AND 1-NONANOL 

Atomic Force Microscopy-based Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy (AFM-based SMFS) of 

ureidopyrimidinone (UPy) was used to study dimers in two different alcohols with a distinct 

difference in solvent polarity. Unlike highly polar 2-propanol the polarity of 1-nonanol is 

greatly reduced due to the long alkane chain (Table 6- 3). 

 

 Dipole moment [D] Dielectric constant [-] 

2-propanol 

  

1.66 20 

1-nonanol 

 
1.7 9 

hexadecane 

 
- ~2 

Table 6- 3. Dipole moments and dielectric constants of the chosen polarity range: 2-propanol, 1-nonanol and 

hexadecane. 

 

The effect of a long alkane chain in alcohols on the dielectric constant is the most striking 

indication for the shift from a rather polar to apolar solvent (methanol (33), 1-butanol (17), 

1-nonanol (9), dodecan-1-ol (6))[3]. Therefore 2-propanol and 1-nonanol with a rather large 

difference in dielectric constant were chosen as candidates for single molecule bond strength 

analysis of (UPy)2. The results of this study are presented below. 

 

 

6.2.1 UPy dimers in 2-propanol 

Using AFM-based SMFS, the unbinding force of (UPy)2 in 2-propanol was studied at four 

different loading rates. Force-extension curves were obtained using the procedure described in 

Chapter 2. Based on the polydispersity of the polyethylene glycol (PEG)-linker and the 

attached UPy-moiety (total stretch length of UPy-PEG = 12 ± 3 nm) only rupture events with 

a stretch length between 12 and 25 nm were considered. The force-extension curves were 

fitted to the wormlike chain (WLC) model to provide evidence for the stretching of individual 

PEG-linkers and hence of measuring single molecule UPy interactions. The observed 
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persistence length lp of 3.24 ± 0.20 Å is consistent with previously reported literature values 

(see also Chapters 3, 4 and 5 for discussion)[7]. The rupture events were probed at four 

different loading rates to investigate the loading rate dependence of the most probable rupture 

force of UPy dimers in 2-propanol. Figure 6- 2 shows the rupture force-stretch length data of 

(UPy)2 in 2-propanol for two different loading rates (r).  

Figure 6- 2. Plots of force vs. rupture length (a,c) and histograms of unbinding forces (b,d) of (UPy)2 in 

2-propanol at two different loading rates, r = (4.4 ± 2.4) x 103 pN/s (top); r = (14.5 ± 4.1) x 103 pN/s (bottom). 

Note that 1. the Gaussian (normal) distribution does not fit the data very well; 2. the location of the maximum of 

the rupture force distributions (indicated by the arrows) is not loading rate-dependent. 

 

Since AFM-based SMFS experiments of (UPy)2 in 2-propanol are expected to be carried out  

at near-equilibrium conditions at room temperature the rupture force f can be estimated via[8]: 

 

B e fg 	 %$/01LS��YUh
�

                 Equation 6-1 

 

with κs the stiffness of the spring, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and Keq the 

dimer association constant (estimated as κs = 0.1 N/m and Keq = 55 M-1)[9]. Hence the most 

probable rupture force is estimated to lie around f e 65 pN.  
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As can be observed in Figure 6- 2, the maxima of both distributions are located at f ~ 70 pN. 

Data acquired for two additional loading rates confirmed that the maximum is loading 

rate-independent (see below). The asymmetric form of the distributions appears to deviate 

from a symmetric Gaussian distribution. This type of unbinding force distribution was 

generally not observed for single molecule force measurements of ureidopyrimidone (UPy)2 

and urea-aminotriazine dimers (UAT)2 in hexadecane (Chapter 3 and 4). To quantify these 

differences, the distributions were examined in more detail. Based on the moments of 

distribution (mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis) the `normality` of the distribution of a set 

of data points in comparison with a Gaussian distribution is expressed[10].  The arithmetic 

mean .i�for a set of N datapoints with values x1….xN is defined as: 

 

.i � �
jk .ljlm�                    Equation 6-2 

 

The variance and standard deviation provide a measure for the width of the distribution 

around the arithmetic mean. The variance (Var) and standard deviation (σ) are defined as:  

 

no��.� p.j� � �
j��k S.l - .iU�jlm�                 Equation 6-3 

 

q�.� p.j� � rno��.� p.j�                Equation 6-4 

 

Finally, the shape of the distribution can be characterized based on the values for the 

skewness (Skew) and kurtosis (Kurt):  

 

s$Dt�.� p.j� � �
jk uGv�Giw xyjlm�                 Equation 6-5 

 

�z�:�.� p.j� � {�j k uGv�Giw xyjlm� | - }               Equation 6-6 

 

The definition for kurtosis is based on a convention that values for the skewness and kurtosis 

equal zero for a normal (Gaussian) distribution. Thus, based on the skewness and kurtosis of 

the distribution, the ´normality´ of a distribution can be assessed. In Figure 6- 3 a schematic of 

different distributions and their skewness and kurtosis is presented.  
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Figure 6- 3. Various distributions and their skewness and kurtosis. For a complete Gaussian (normal) 

distribution the skewness and kurtosis parameters are equal to zero. 

 

Another tool to investigate the ´normality´ of a distribution was described by Shapiro and 

Wilk in 1965[11]. For small data sets (below 2000 data points)[12] the Shapiro-Wilks test is 

considered to be a well-established and powerful test to estimate deviations from Gaussian 

distributions. For data sets with more than 2000 datapoints the Kolmogorov-Smirnov[13] test 

can be applied. Since datasets for unbinding events almost never exceed 500 datapoints the 

Shapiro-Wilks test can be used here. For a set of N data points with samples x1…..xN the 

W-statistics of the Shapiro-Wilks test is defined as: 

 

� � 5k ~v�v�� Gv7



k SGv�GiU
�v��
                   Equation 6-7 

 

with aj defined as: 

 

��o� poj� � �����
������������I
                   Equation 6-8 
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and �� � ��� p b�j� the vector of expected values of standard order statistics and V the 

corresponding covariance matrix. Covariance (Cov) is an estimator for the magnitude to 

which elements from two ordered data sets evolve in the same way.  

 

�9���� �� � k��������������
j � kG���

j                  Equation 6-9 

 

with N the number of data points, �� the mean of all data points for the first set of X1…XN and 

�� the mean of all data points for the second set of Y1 .. YN, xi and yi are the ith deviation scores 

in the first and second set respectively. The covariance can be displayed in a covariance 

matrix: 

 

 

V  =     
 

� x1
2 / N     � x1 x2 / N     . . .     � x1 xc / N 

 

� x2 x1 / N     � x2
2 / N     . . .     � x2 xc / N                                              Equation 6-10 

. . .     . . .     . . .     . . . 

� xc x1 / N     � xc x2 / N     . . .     � xc
2 / N 

 

 

A confidence level interval provides an estimate of the possible range of a paramater of a 

distribution. The confidence level and hence the value α is determined a priori and often used 

as an input parameter. Given the confidence level (1-α), the Shapiro-Wilks test defines the 

boundary value of W at which a given set of N samples can no longer be considered as a 

normal distribution. Based on the sample set it is now possible to numerically determine the 

value of α (which is based on the output parameter p in the Shapiro-Wilks test) at which the 

hypothesis for normality still stands. So a p-value of 0.08 would justify a rejection of the 

normality hypothesis with a 90% confidence level, but not with a 95% confidence level.  

Statistical analyses for skewness and kurtosis were therefore performed for the unbinding 

force distributions of (UPy)2 in 2-propanol for the four different loading rates (see 

Figure 6- 4). These statistical parameters were compared to the unbinding force distributions 

of dimers of urea-aminotriazines (UAT)2 in hexadecane (Chapter 4), since these data sets 

possess similar numbers of unbinding events per loading rate.  
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Figure 6- 4. Unbinding force histograms for (UPy)2 in 2-propanol for (a) r = (4.4 ± 2.4) x 103 pN/s; (b) 

r = (7.5 ± 3.7) x 103 pN/s; (c) r = (14.5 ± 4.1) x 103 pN/s and (d) r = (40.3 ± 11.6) x 103 pN/s. The values for the 

skewness and kurtosis of every distribution are provided. Note that all distributions apparently deviate 

significantly from a normal distribution for which skewness and kurtosis parameters of nearly zero must be 

expected.  

 

Based on the skewness and kurtosis values for the rupture force distributions in 2-propanol, a 

clear deviation from values for a Gaussian (normal) distributions is observed.  By contrast, the 

distributions of rupture events of (UAT)2 in hexadecane do not display these large deviations 

(see Figure 6- 5 below). Thus we conclude that the distribution of rupture forces of (UPy)2 in 

2-propanol deviates much more significantly from a Gaussian (normal) distribution than the 

distribution of rupture forces of (UAT)2 in hexadecane. To investigate this deviation from 

´normality´ in 2-propanol more closely, the Shapiro-Wilks test was used. The Shapiro-Wilks 

test was performed for unbinding events of (UAT)2 in hexadecane and (UPy)2 in 2-propanol 

based on random-number generated data sets of N = 100 events. The results are shown in 

Table 6- 4 and Table 6- 5, respectively.  
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Figure 6- 5. Unbinding force histograms for (UAT)2 in hexadecane for (a) r = (3.7 ± 1.4) x 103 pN/s; (b) 

r = (13.4 ± 4.7) x 103 pN/s; (c) r = (46.7 ± 17.5) x 103 pN/s and (d) r = (134.7 ± 50.9) x 103 pN/s. The values for 

the skewness and kurtosis of every distribution are provided. Note that for all distributions skewness and kurtosis 

parameters are close to zero as expected for a normal distribution. 

 
If a confidence level of 99% is chosen (α = 0.01) the normal distribution must be rejected for 

all distributions of (UPy)2 in 2-propanol, whereas the hypothesis of a normal distribution for 

all dataset of (UAT)2 in hexadecane holds. 

 

 
hexadecane 

r = (3.7 ± 1.4) x 103 

pN/s 

hexadecane 

r = (13.4 ± 4.7) x 103 

pN/s 

hexadecane 

r = (46.7 ± 17.5) x 103 

pN/s 

hexadecane 

r = (134.7 ± 50.9) x 103 

pN/s 

W 0.97 0.98 0.87 0.99 

p 0.02 0.24 0.02 0.45 

Table 6- 4. Shapiro-Wilks statistics of the unbinding force distributions of (UAT)2 in hexadecane for various 

loading rates. The hypothesis of a normal distribution holds for α = 0.01 (99%) for all loading rates. 
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2-propanol 

r = (4.4 ± 2.4) x 103 

pN/s 

2-propanol 

r = (7.5 ± 3.7) x 103 

pN/s 

2-propanol 

r = (14.5 ± 4.1) x 103 

pN/s 

2-propanol 

r = (40.3 ± 11.6) x 103 

pN/s 

W 0.87 0.87 0.82 0.88 

p 6.2 x 10-8 1.3 x 10-7 1.0 x 10-9 2.5 x 10-7 

Table 6- 5. Shapiro-Wilks statistics of the unbinding force distributions of (UPy)2 in 2-propanol for various 

loading rates. The hypothesis of a normal distribution must be rejected for α = 0.01 (99%) for all loading rates. 

 

The combined statistical analysis with the large differences in skewness, kurtosis and W- and 

p-parameters for the distribution of unbinding events of (UPy)2 in 2-propanol clearly indicate 

that the data sets can not be considered as normal distributions.  

Various reports confirm the presence of solvent clusters in alcohols, including 2-propanol, 

which was used in our studies. Molecular aggregates, or solvent clusters, in alcohols have for 

instance been predicted by a.o. Jorgensen and co-workers[14b] using experimental studies and 

Monte Carlo simulations. Furthermore the formation of (solvent) clusters in H2O and alcohols 

with the polyelectrolyte C12EO23 (which resembles the PEG-linker in our experiments) was 

studied by dynamic light scattering (DLS) and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)[15].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6- 6. Chart of the distribution of molecular aggregates (solvent clusters) in alcohols and ethylene glycol 

determined via molecular simulations[14]. Inset: 3D representation of cluster formation of 2-propanol molecules 

in pure solvent. Chart constructed based on data from ref. 14. 
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In addition, literature reports provide evidence for the presence of a slow dynamics 

component for solvent molecules which are bound via hydrogen-bonding to supramolecular 

aggregates (such as H2O around proteins and DNA) or if local viscosity effects play a role[16]. 

 

We speculate that the unusual skewed rupture force distributions observed may be indirectly 

related to solvent clustering. While the data discussed in this chapter precludes any definite 

statement, we would like to put this tentative interpretation forward as a working hypothesis.  

For thermally activated rupture processes, such as the rupture of ligand-receptor interactions, 

a normal Gaussian distribution is expected, for which the width of the rupture force 

distribution is governed by the temperature T and the characteristic length of the 

ligand-receptor bond xβ (=kBT/fβ). As shown above (and also for other scenarios below), the 

estimated values for skew, kurtosis and the Shapiro-Wilks parameters showed that the data 

deviated markedly from single Gaussian distributions. This can be attributed to different 

contributions, i.e. populations of different rupture forces.  

To rationalize this result we speculate that the bond rupture in a locally different environment 

is different as the potential energy surface of the unbinding reaction is different and that these 

different environments are defined by the intermolecular interaction in solvent clusters of 

different compositions. Following this hypothesis the influence of solvent clustering effects 

on the rupture forces of (UPy)2 in 2-propanol is not present, i.e. this explanation must be 

rejected if among others the width (indicated by σ) of a single unimodal distribution is 

consistent with the expected width for a single thermally activated ligand-receptor interaction 

(See Chapters 3 and 4 for σ-values of (UPy)2 and (UAT)2 in hexadecane). To test this 

hypothesis and assign plausible contributions to the force distributions an overlay plot of 

unbinding events for (UPy)2 in hexadecane and 2-propanol was created for various loading 

rates. The results of this comparison are displayed in Figure 6- 7. 

The comparison indicates that the high force tail of the distribution of rupture forces of (UPy)2 

in 2-propanol coincides with the force distribution measured in hexadecane at similar loading 

rates. Furthermore the maximum of the total rupture force distributions was loading 

rate-independent, as mentioned above. Hence, we may further speculate that this data is 

consistent with the assumption of contributions from rupture forces of (UPy)2 in a 

predominantly polar (-OH like) and a predominantly apolar (hexadecane-like) environment 

which results in a possible bimodal distribution. 
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Such an interpretation would be in strong contrast to data obtained in ensemble averaged 

measurements for a water-saturated chloroform mixture, where consequently an ensemble 

averaged association constant was obtained[4].  

 

Figure 6- 7. Comparison of unbinding distributions of (UPy)2 in 2-propanol and hexadecane for similar loading 

rates. Note that the high force tail in the distributions for 2-propanol overlap closely with the rupture forces for 

(UPy)2 unbinding events in hexadecane for similar loading rates. 

 

In case a bimodal distribution is assumed, the low force peak has a most probable rupture 

force of f* ~ 70 ± 30 pN for the four different data sets and hence the following plot for the 

loading rate-(in)depence on the rupture force is obtained (see Figure 6- 8). The most probable 

rupture force f∗ does not scale logarithmically with the loading rate over almost two orders of 

loading rate. Thus at least over the range of loading rates investigated here, equilibrium 

conditions are likely. Furthermore these measurements indicate that the dimer binding 

constant is significantly higher than Keq = 50 M-1, since a higher average rupture force is 

measured with a more flexible spring. This result does not come as a complete surprise since 

Sijbesma and Meijer reported a dimer binding constant of Keq = 1 x 107 M-1 for completely 

water-saturated chloroform[4]. 
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Figure 6- 8. Most probable rupture force as a function of loading rate for UPy dimers in 2-propanol, based on a 

Gaussian fit of the low force region. The data shown here leads to the conclusion that the unbinding of (UPy)2 in 

2-propanol was mostly likely performed in near-equilibrium conditions over the loading rate range probed here: 

r = (4.4 ± 2.4) - (40.3 ± 11.6) x 103 pN/s.  

 

 

6.2.2 Upy dimers in 1-nonanol 

The rupture forces of (Upy)2 were also studied in 1-nonanol as described previously. Unlike 

2-propanol, 1-nonanol has a long aliphatic tail and based on the molecular structure and the 

dielectric constant, the rupture forces are expected to shift towards higher values. The results 

of this study are presented in Figure 6- 9 and Figure 6- 10.  

 

 

Figure 6- 9. (a) Distribution of stretch lengths and rupture forces for Upy dimers in 1-nonanol for 

r = (2.1 ± 0.7) x 103 pN/s; (b) Histogram of rupture forces, f* = 95 ± 51 pN.  
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Figure 6- 10. (a,c) Distribution of stretch lengths and rupture forces for Upy dimers in 1-nonanol for 

r = (4.7 ± 2.5) x 103 pN/s and r = (7.6 ± 2.7) x 103 pN/s respectively; (b,d) histogram of rupture forces for 

r = (4.7 ± 2.5) x 103 pN/s and r = (7.6 ± 2.7) x 103 pN/s respectively, including the statistical parameters 

skewness and kurtosis.  

 

The force-extension curves were fitted to the WLC model which provided the following value 

for the persistence length of lp = 3.52 ± 0.32 Å. Only a small data set was collected for the 

lowest loading rate presented in Figure 6- 9 which is not very suitable for statistical analysis.  

However the data presented in Figure 6- 10 can be analyzed with the statistical approaches 

(skewness, kurtosis and Shapiro-Wilks test) described above. The values for the skewness and 

kurtosis indicate that the distributions of unbinding forces for (UPy)2 in 1-nonanol deviate 

from a normal distribution, however not as much as those in 2-propanol. This conclusion is 

supported by the Shapiro-Wilks test for the data sets in 1-nonanol (see Table 6- 6). 

The deviations from a Gaussian distribution are less pronounced in 1-nonanol as compared to 

those in 2-propanol, presumably since 1-nonanol with its long alkane tail resembles 

hexadecane more closely. The rupture force distributions were also compared to the rupture 

force distributions of (UPy)2 in hexadecane (see Figure 6- 11). 
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1-nonanol 

r = (2.1 ± 0.7) x 103 pN/s 

1-nonanol 

r = (4.7 ± 2.5) x 103 pN/s 

1-nonanol 

r = (7.6 ± 2.7) x 103 pN/s 

W 0.88 0.96 0.94 

p 5.2 x 10-5 4.0 x 10-3 2.0 x 10-4 

Table 6- 6. Shapiro-Wilks statistics of the unbinding force distributions of (UPy)2 in 1-nonanol for various 

loading rates. The hypothesis of a normal distribution still has to be rejected for α = 0.01 (99%). 

 

Similar to the data obtained in 2-propanol the high force tail of the unbinding force 

distributions of (UPy)2 in 1-nonanol coincides with the data obtained for the unbinding force 

of (UPy)2 in hexadecane. Furthermore the standard deviation in Figure 6- 10 demonstrates 

that the width σ of a unimodal Gaussian distribution is substantially larger than those obtained 

for measurements in hexadecane. Hence the distribution of unbinding forces in 1-nonanol 

again appears to be consistent with a bimodal distribution consisting of two overlapping 

Gaussian distributions.  

 

 
Figure 6- 11. Comparison of unbinding distributions of (UPy)2 in 1-nonanol and hexadecane for similar loading 

rates. Note that the high force tail in the distributions for 1-nonanol seems to overlap closely with the rupture 

forces for (UPy)2 unbinding events in hexadecane for similar loading rates. 

 

If the “low-force maximum” of the unbinding distributions of (UPy)2 in 1-nonanol, 

determined by fitting the distribution to a Gaussian function, is plotted against the loading 

rate, no marked dependence can be observed (see Figure 6- 12). Hence we can conclude that 

the measurements were most likely performed in near-equilibrium conditions in this loading 

rate regime.  
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Figure 6- 12. Rupture force vs. loading rate of (UPy)2 in 1-nonanol r = (2.1 ± 0.7) x 103 - (7.6 ± 2.7) x 103 pN/s.  

 

It should be mentioned that only a small data set was available for the lowest loading rate, 

hence the conclusions are provisional. More data at higher loading rates has to be collected to 

substantiate or reject the conclusions of loading rate-dependence of the rupture forces of 

(UPy)2 in 1-nonanol. Thus no direct value for the hydrogen-bond strength of (UPy)2 in 

1-nonanol can be provided, but the values of the most probable rupture forces f* ~ 95 ± 30 pN 

may indicate a higher bond strength in a less polar solvent (1-nonanol versus 2-propanol). 

Finally the obtained rupture force distributions also appear to be consistent with the 

hypothesis of the influence of solvent clustering in this single molecule study in 1-nonanol. 

 

 

6.2.3 Discussion and conclusion 

A clear trend was observed based on the data presented above for the unbinding events of 

(Upy)2 in pure solvents in the decreasing polarity range from 2-propanol, 1-nonanol and 

hexadecane (Chapter 3). The rupture forces likely scale with the polarity of the solvent, but a 

dependable value for the bond strength for (UPy)2 in the polar solvents could not be 

determined since the experimental loading rate range used was too narrow. The data were 

consistent with the assumption of a bimodal distribution, composed of the contribution of 

bond rupture in predominantly polar and predominantly apolar enviroments, for rupture forces 

of (UPy)2 in 2-propanol and 1-nonanol. To study these effects in more detail the unbinding 

events of supramolecular UPy polymers in mixed solvents of 2-propanol and hexadecane 

were investigated. The volume ratio of the solvents and the loading rate were varied to study 

the force distributions under these conditions. 
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6.3 SUPRAMOLECULAR UPY POLYMERS IN MIXED SOLVENTS 

The rupture forces of UPy-polymers in a binary mixture of polar and apolar solvent was 

probed for two different compositions. These rupture forces were studied as described 

previously in Chapter 3, where the number of linkers in a single supramolecular polymer is 

defined as N = (L/12 nm)-1 based on the polydispersity of the PEG linker and the attached 

UPy-moieties. Furthermore the distributions were analyzed statistically based on skewness, 

kurtosis and the Shapiro-Wilks test. 

 

 

6.3.1 UPy polymers in a 50:50 mixture of 2-propanol and hexadecane 

The unbinding events of UPy-polymers in a 50:50 (v/v) mixture of 2-propanol and 

hexadecane (named 5050 HDIsop) were studied at two fixed loading rates: 

r = (3.8 ± 1.3) x 103 pN/s and r = (9.4 ± 3.5) x 103 pN/s. When the bis-UPy linker was added, 

the rupture lengths observed exceeded those expected for the dimer, indicating the formation 

of supramolecular polymer chains bridging between the substrate surface and the AFM-tip 

(see Figure 6- 13). The force distance curves were fitted to the WLC model and a persistence 

length of lp = 3.60 ± 0.32 Å was obtained, which corresponds well with values for 

PEG-linkers reported in literature[6]. This supports the notion that single molecule 

supramolecular polymers were studied in a 50:50 (v/v) ratio of 2-propanol and hexadecane. 

The distribution of rupture forces is presented in Figure 6- 14. From the distribution of forces 

and stretch lengths (Figure 6- 14a,c) it is obvious that the unbinding force decreases with 

increasing stretch length. 

The rupture of (UPy)2 in these mixed solvents was studied in the same fashion and the force 

data was then compared to the unbinding events of (UPy)2 in pure hexadecane (for similar 

loading rates). Figure 6- 15 shows an overlay plot of UPy dimer rupture events obtained in a 

50:50 (v/v) mixture of 2-propanol and hexadecane in comparison with rupture events in pure 

hexadecane. The same stretch lengths L for the rupture forces of (UPy)2 in the mixed solvent 

as well as for those in purely apolar hexadecane are considered here (12 nm until 25 nm based 

on the polydispersity of the PEG-linker and the attached UPy-moiety, as discussed in 

Chapter 3). 
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Figure 6- 13. Force-extension curves of unbinding events of UPy supramolecular polymers in a 50:50 (v/v) ratio 

of 2-propanol and hexadecane. Inset: zoom of unbinding evens. Solid lines represent wormlike chain (WLC) fits. 

 

 
Figure 6- 14. Plots of force versus stretch length (a,c) and histograms (b,d) of rupture force of Upy polymers in a 

50:50 (v/v) mixture of 2-propanol and hexadecane (5050 HDIsop): (a,b) r = (3.8 ± 1.3) x 103 pN/s; (c,d) 

r = (9.4 ± 3.5) x 103 pN/s. Note that the overlay plot of the unbinding force of (UPy)2 in pure hexadecane 

overlaps rather well with the high force tail in (b,d). 
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Figure 6- 15. Comparison of distributions of (UPy)2 rupture events in a 50:50 (v/v) mixture of 2-propanol and 

hexadecane (5050 HDIsop) and pure hexadecane (HD) for similar loading rates: (a) r = (3.8 ± 1.3) x 103 pN/s 

and (b) r = (9.4 ± 3.5) x 103 pN/s. 

 

Based on the dimer interactions, present in the total ensemble of supramolecular polymer 

rupture events in the 50:50 (v/v) solvent mixture of hexadecane and 2-propanol, statistical 

analysis of the skew and kurtosis was performed. Furthermore a random-number-generated 

data set of N = 100 was again used to obtain values for the W-statistics and p-values of the 

Shapiro-Wilks test. 

 

  
UPy dimer 50-50 HDIsop 

r = (3.8 ± 1.3) x 103 pN/s 

UPy dimer 5050 HDIsop 

r = (9.4 ± 3.5) x 103 pN/s 

skewness 1.6 0.7 

kurtosis 3.4 -0.1 

W statistics 0.85 0.95 

p-value 7.1 x 10-9 4.5 x 10-4 

Table 6- 7. Statistical analysis of a subset of the unbinding events of supramolecular polymers in a 50:50 (v/v) 

2-propanol/hexadecane for two loading rates r = (3.8 ± 1.3) x 103 pN/s and (b) r = (9.4 ± 3.5) x 103 pN/s. 

 

Based on the data presented above a deviation from a Gaussian distribution was observed for 

the obtained distributions of unbinding of UPy-based supramolecular polymers in a 

50:50 (v/v) mixed solvent of 2-propanol and hexadecane. Furthermore the low force peak of 

the unbinding of (UPy)2 in this mixture was located at approximately the same force 

f* ~70 pN as for pure 2-propanol. Finally the high force tail coincides with the results of the 

unbinding experiments of (UPy)2 in pure apolar hexadecane.  
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If the high force tail is assumed to be caused by rupture events of (UPy)2 in a predominantly 

apolar environment, the most probable rupture force should be loading rate-dependent. Since 

only quite narrow loading rate regimes were investigated no direct conclusions can be drawn. 

However one would also expect a decrease in the rupture force for longer supramolecular 

polymers, based on the uncooperative bond failure for ligand-receptor interactions switched in 

series as discussed in Chapter 3. Therefore the rupture force distribution of dimers, trimers, 

etc. (with N = 1..4) was also determined using N = (L/12 nm)-1. The resulting rupture force 

distributions of the supramolecular UPy dimer, trimers, etc. in the 50:50 (v/v) solvent mixture 

of hexadecane and 2-propanol is compared to the distribution of Upy dimers in hexadecane 

for the two different loading rates (see Figure 6- 16 and Appendix Figure 6- 19 and 6- 20 for a 

complete overview). 

 

 
Figure 6- 16. Comparison of supramolecular UPy-trimer and pentamer polymer rupture events of a 50:50 (v/v) 

mixture of hexadecane and 2-propanol (5050 HDIsop) and (UPy)2 in pure hexadecane (HD) (a,c) 

r = (3.8 ± 1.3) x 103 pN/s and (b,d) r = (9.4 ± 3.5) x 103 pN/s. Note that a clear shift to lower forces is present in 

comparison with the dimer rupture events at a similar loading rate.   
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The rupture forces of (Upy)2 in the 50:50 mixture of hexadecane and 2-propanol indeed seem 

to move towards lower rupture forces for larger N. Hence the high force tail in the rupture 

distribution seems to be consistent with unbinding of UPy moieties in an apolar environment. 

This supports the hypothesis that solvent clustering might play a role in the rupture force 

distribution of these supramolecular dimers and polymers in these polar solvents.  

 

 

6.3.2 UPy polymers in a 80:20 mixture of 2-propanol and hexadecane 

The distribution of unbinding events of (UPy)2 in a 80:20 (v/v) mixture of 2-propanol and 

hexadecane (named HDIsop 20/80) was studied at a fixed loading rate of 

r = (7.2 ± 3.6) x 103 pN/s. Again the same procedure was followed as described above. 

Rupture lengths were observed that exceeded those expected for the dimer after the bis-Upy 

linker was added. The distribution of rupture events is presented in Figure 6- 17.  

The force-distance curves were fitted to the WLC model. A value for the a fitted persistence 

length of lp = 3.54 ± 0.31 Å was obtained. Therefore the formation of supramolecular polymer 

chains can be confirmed.  

From the distribution of forces and stretch lengths (Figure 6- 17a) it can be concluded that the 

unbinding forces decreased with increasing stretch length. 

 

 
 

Figure 6- 17. (a) Supramolecular UPy polymer rupture events in a 80:20 (v/v) mixture of 2-propanol and 

hexadecane; (b) comparison of distributions of supramolecular UPy polymer rupture events in a 80:20 (v/v) 

mixture of 2-propanol and hexadecane (HDIsop 20/80) and (Upy)2 rupture in pure hexadecane (HD) for similar 

loading rates: r = (7.2 ± 3.6) x 103 pN/s and r = (5.7 ± 1.1) x 103 pN/s. The effect of uncooperative unbinding of 

supramolecular UPy polymers can be observed since the rupture force decreases for polymers with longer 

stretch lengths. 
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Figure 6- 18. Comparison of distributions of supramolecular UPy polymer rupture events in a 80:20 (v/v) 

mixture of 2-propanol and hexadecane (HDIsop 20/80) and (Upy)2 rupture in pure hexadecane (HD) for similar 

loading rates: r = (7.2 ± 3.6) x 103 pN/s and r = (5.7 ± 1.1) x 103 pN/s. Note that indeed the rupture forces shift to 

lower values for longer supramolecular polymers. 

 

Once more the high force tail in the histogram seems to be consistent with the rupture forces 

that were measured for (UPy)2 in pure hexadecane. A low force tail with f* ~ 75 pN is 

observed as well. The hypothesis of the possible influence of solvent clusters on the rupture 

force distribution is again examined. Hence the rupture events of supramolecular tetra- and 

pentamers in this mixed solvent are compared to the unbinding events of (UPy)2 in pure 

hexadecane for a similar loading rate (see Figure 6- 18): the rupture forces shift towards lower 

values in comparison to the rupture forces in apolar hexadecane.  

The data discussed here are not in conflict with the possible influence of solvent clustering on 

the rupture force distribution. However further research must be performed to support or 

reject the hypothesis presented here. 

 

6.4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The rupture events of supramolecular UPy-dimers and polymers were studied in a variety of 

solvents (2-propanol, 1-nonanol and hexadecane) and solvent mixtures (of 2-propanol and 

hexadecane). In all cases, except for pure apolar hexadecane, a distribution of rupture forces 

was found which can not be classified as a single Gaussian (normal) distribution. Deviations 

of this Gaussian (normal) distribution were studied using the skewness and kurtosis 

parameters, as well as a Shapiro-Wilks test. From this analysis it was concluded that the 

distribution of unbinding events in 1-nonanol approaches a Gaussian distribution more closely 
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than in 2-propanol, which is rationalized by the fact that 1-nonanol, with its long alkane chain, 

and hexadecane are more alike. Furthermore the rupture forces scale with polarity: more polar 

solvents weaken the hydrogen-bond strength, since the dipoles of the solvent influence 

solute-solute and solvent-solute interactions. Unfortunately no clear conclusions about the 

hydrogen-bond strength in 2-propanol and 1-nonanol can be provided since the range of 

loading rates that was utilized, was too small. However the statistical analysis of the 

unbinding force distributions clearly hint at different contributors to the rupture forces and 

possibly the role of molecular solvent clusters during bond rupture. In particular the high 

force tail observed in the rupture force distributions coincides with previous results for the 

unbinding events of (Upy)2 in pure hexadecane. Investigating the unbinding effects at higher 

loading rates is therefore strongly recommended since a loading rate dependency of the high 

force peak would be expected if this high force tail was indeed caused by apolar solvent 

clusters in these alcohols.  

The unbinding of supramolecular polymers in a mixture of solvents was studied as well, to 

obtain more insight in the influence of polar and apolar components in solution. A 50:50 (v/v) 

an 80:20 (v/v) ratio of 2-propanol and hexadecane was chosen. In both cases a distribution of 

rupture forces was observed, which deviated from a Gaussian (normal) distribution. 

Furthermore the apparent trend of uncooperative bond failure in series (a descrease in f* when 

more linkers are involved) indicates that the high force tail in these measurements is 

consistent with unbinding events of (UPy)2 in a predominantly apolar environment.  

   

  

6.5  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials. Anhydrous hexadecane (purity � 99 %, water < 0.005 %), anhydrous 2-propanol 

(purity � 99.5 %, water < 0.005 %) and dibutyltindilaurate were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany) and used as received. 1-nonanol (purity � 99.5 %) was 

also bought from Sigma-Aldrich and dried over mol sieves for several weeks. Chloroform 

(stabilized with amylene) and dichloromethane were purchased from Biosolve 

(Valkenswaard, The Netherlands). 

1,2-Dithiolane-3-pentyl-derivatized PEG 1, (6-isocyanatohexylaminocarbonylamino)-6-

methyl-4[1H]pyrimidinone 2 and PEG-linked bis-pyrimidinone 3 were synthesized according 

to published procedures[18,20]. 
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Sample preparation. Gold substrates (11 × 11 mm2, 250 nm Au on 2 nm Cr on borosilicate 

glass) for SMFS measurements were purchased from Arrandee (Werther, Germany). Au(111) 

samples were obtained by annealing these substrates in a high purity H2 flame for 5 

minutes[19]. Prior to use, these substrates were cleaned in a piranha solution (2:1 H2SO4 conc: 

H2O2 (30%) by volume), then rinsed with Milli-Q water and ethanol followed by drying in a 

nitrogen stream. Caution: Piranha solution should be handled with extreme caution: it has 

been reported to detonate unexpectedly. On gold substrates, self-assembled monolayers 

(SAMs) of 1 were prepared from 1 mM CH2Cl2 solution and reacted with 2.5 mmol 2 in 10 ml 

CHCl3 solution for 24 hours using one drop of dibutyltindilaurate as catalyst[20b]. After rinsing 

with pure solvent and drying under an N2 stream, measurements were performed with 

minimal delay. The same procedure was used for AFM-tip functionalization. 

Atomic Force Microscopy. The AFM-based SMFS measurements were performed on a 

Nanoscope V and Picoforce AFM using a NanoScope V or IVa controller respectively, a 

(Picoforce) vertical engage scanner and a liquid cell (Bruker/Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA). 

Gold-coated V-shaped Si3N4 cantilevers (Bruker/Veeco, NPG probes) were functionalized in 

two consecutive steps, as described above, with a self-assembled layer of 1 and subsequent 

reaction with 2. Tips for SMFS were taken directly from solution followed by rinsing with 

pure solvent. The cantilever spring constants (k = 0.056 ± 0.001 N/m; k = 0.065 ± 0.005 N/m 

and k = 0.070 ± 0.002 N/m) were determined in liquid via the thermal tune method[21]. 

Loading rates were determined as the slope of the force versus time trace of the 

force-extension curves (~ 20 data points) close to the rupture event. All supramolecular 

experiments were performed in a saturated solution of 3 in anhydrous hexadecane at 

T = 303 ± 2 K. 

 

 

APPENDIX 

Hunter[2] discusses the influence of multiple hydrogen-bond donor and acceptors in a mixed 

solvent, based on the individual contribution. According to a simplified approach by Hunter[2] 

the interaction in a solvent with multiple hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors can be 

determined from the contributions of solvents which possess only one of these hydrogen-bond 

donors and acceptors: a 1:1 mixture of water and dimethylether would behave in a similar 

fashion as methanol (see Figure 6- 19 and Table 6- 8). 
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Figure 6- 19. General profile of

estimate for the free energy of

constants for the solute (α and

solvent (αs and βs, respectively). 

 

b 

f hydrogen-bond interactions in (a) water, (b) diethyle

f binding ΔG can be obtained using the hydrogen-

d β, respectively) and the hydrogen-bond donor and

Reproduced from ref. 2. 
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ether and (c) methanol. An 

-bond donor and acceptor 

d acceptor constant for the 
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 H2O Dimethylether (CH3-O-CH3) Methanol (CH3-OH) 

H-bond donor OH C-H 
O-H 

C-H 

H-bond acceptor O O O 

Table 6- 8. Overview of hydrogen-bond donors and acceptors of water, diethylether and methanol. 

 
 

Supramolecular polymer distributions 

Below an overview is presented of the rupture force distribution of dimers until pentamers of 

supramolecular UPy-polymers in a 50:50 (v/v) ratio of hexadecane and 2-propanol in 

comparison with the rupture distribution of UPy dimers in purely apolar hexadecane. 

 

Figure 6- 20. Comparison of supramolecular UPy-dimer until pentamer polymer rupture events of a 50:50 (v/v) 

mixture of hexadecane and 2-propanol (5050 HDIsop) and (UPy)2 in pure hexadecane (HD): 

r = (3.8 ± 1.3) x 103 pN/s. Note that a clear shift to lower forces is present in comparison with the dimer rupture 

events at a similar loading rate.   
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Figure 6- 21. Comparison of supramolecular UPy dimer until pentamer polymer rupture events of a 50:50 (v/v) 

mixture of hexadecane and 2-propanol (5050 HDIsop) and (UPy)2 in pure hexadecane (HD): 

r = (9.4 ± 3.5) x 103 pN/s. Note that a clear shift to lower forces is present in comparison with the dimer rupture 

events at a similar loading rate.   
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CHAPTER 7 

OUTLOOK AND FUTURE EXPERIMENTS 

 

 

And above all, watch with glittering eyes the whole world around you because the greatest 

secrets are always hidden in the most unlikely places....  

  

– Roald Dahl 
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7.1 OUTLOOK 

Utilizing AFM-based SMFS as an approach for (single molecule) binding studies has revealed 

interesting phenomena and quantitative estimates for hydrogen-bond strength in a highly 

apolar solvent which could not be obtained with the standard techniques currently available. 

Using this technique a comparison of the hydrogen-bond strength of complementary 

quadruple hydrogen-bonded arrays hexadecane[1] becomes feasible due to the loading 

rate-dependent energy landscape of the bond. Since AFM-based SMFS is performed at very 

low concentrations (~�M and nM) and far-from-equilibrium conditions, possible solubility 

and aggregation problems are circumvented. So AFM-based SMFS enables one to study 

hydrogen-bond stability where common methods like isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or even fluorescence microscopy tend to fail due their 

detection limit. In addition, single molecule data and ensemble averaged bulk data are 

obtained simultaneously. Hence also the influence of molecular aggregates, c.q. molecular 

clusters, in solvents can directly be studied using this technique, which can among others be 

used for future design and development of molecular machines, such as the catenanes[2].  

Nevertheless, AFM-based SMFS is still an emerging technique which can be substantially 

refined and improved over the next decade. One of the current drawbacks of using 

AFM-based SMFS for binding studies lies in the fact that it is still more tedious and 

time-consuming compared to other bulk analysis techniques. However ongoing developments 

towards automated force spectroscopy have made considerable progress in the past few 

years[3] which might drive this rather exotic analysis technique in the direction of a more 

common analysis tool like NMR and fluorescence spectroscopy. Automated force 

spectroscopy would substantially enhance the possibilities to investigate statistical binding of 

ligand-receptor interactions, which allows us to determine also kon values. These kon values 

will contribute to a more detailed insight in the measurements that have been discussed in this 

thesis. In addition, linker chemistry for functionalized AFM-tips has significantly advanced 

and standard recipes are readily available[4]. Moreover smaller cantilevers reduce thermal 

noise in AFM measurements[5,6] and hence a new range of small cantilevers with properties 

like the currently available Olympus Bio-lever, would significantly enhance the accuracy and 

precision of SMFS. However the interpretation of low-noise data also requires a deeper 

understanding of the data analysis procedures as was recently discussed by Akhremitchev[7] 

and others[8]. The combination of established protocols for data analysis and low noise 

measurements will then enable small environmental fluctuations studies in close proximity of 
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the single molecule binding events and hence a new level of understanding of single molecule 

interactions can be obtained.  

So there is still plenty of room for fascinating future experiments which may either focus on 

an even more elaborate single molecule study of the quadruple hydrogen-bonded UPy and 

UAT-moieties in different and mixed solvents or on the more accurate detection of the 

influence of confinement and environmental effects in close proximity of a supramolecular 

bond. Since UPy quadruple hydrogen-bonds are known to be able to tautomerize[9] into 

pyrimidin-4-ol monomer - which has a DADA hydrogen-bond configuration (see 

Figure 7- 1) - binding studies between various UPy and UAT moieties could enhance the 

existing understanding of structure-property relationships of mixed hydrogen-bonded dimers 

and polymers in solution.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7- 1. Possible equilibria for UPy and UAT hydrogen-bonded arrays due to the tautomerization of 

4[1H]-pyrimidinone to pyrimidin-4-ol. The equilibria between the different species depend on concentration, the 

solvent and the substituents R. If the conditions are well-controlled a solution of UPy and UAT monomers could 

contain four different dimeric species based on only two hydrogen-bonded monomers.  
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The tautomerized form is also able to form an intramolecular hydrogen-bond and hence a 

planar 3D geometry which should substantially stabilize the hydrogen-bonded array according 

to our previous observations in Chapters 3 and 4. Based on the substituents of the 

UPy-moieties DADA dimerization can even be promoted as is demonstrated in Table 7- 1. 

Electron withdrawing substituents such as CF3 (on the R1 position, see also Figure 7- 2) seem 

to promote the dimerization of UPy in the tautomeric pyrimidin-4-ol form in chloroform as 

well as toluene[9]. Based on this information the UPy-moieties with the right substituents for 

DADA binding could be used as receptors for UAT moieties.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7- 2. Example of DADA dimerization of CF3-UPy and UAT via the tautomeric pyrimidin-4-ol form. 

 

 1H 

UPy dimers incl. substituents influence NH/OH NH NH C5-H 

R1 = CH3, R2 = C4H9 e-donor 13.14 11.86 10.14 5.82 

R1 = Cl, R2 = C12H25 e-withdraw 13.84 11.15 9.21 6.36 

R1 = C2Si(CH3)3, R2 = C12H25 

keto 

enol 

 

 

13.10 

13.76 

 

11.65 

11.08 

 

9.95 

9.65 

 

6.11 

6.41 

R1 = N(C4H9)2, R2 = C12H25  12.60 11.22 9.58 5.33 

R1 = CF3, R2 = C4H9 e-withdraw 14.30 11.14 9.30 6.64 

R1 = Ph, R2 = C4H9 

keto 

enol 

e-donor 13.92 

13.60 

12.04 

11.30 

10.21 

10.0 

6.35 

6.70 

Table 7-  1. 1H chemical shifts (in ppm) of UPy-dimers with various substituents measured in CDCl3 at 10 mM 

and T = 25 oC. Electron withdrawing substituents such as CF3 seem to promote dimerization via the 

pyrimidin-4-ol tautomeric form (in CDCl3 and also toluene-d8). Data taken from ref. 9b. 
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Furthermore it would be interesting to study the effect of the pulling direction on the bond 

strength and energy landscape of the bond in more detail. A different synthetic approach can 

yield molecular shear- or zipper-pulling[10-12] geometries which could reveal additional 

information on the energy landscape of the bond as well as novel material properties as was 

demonstrated by Guan an co-workers for supramolecular UPy-interactions  (see Figure 7- 3). 

The single molecule investigation of supramolecular (hydrogen-bond-based) 

mechano-chemistry could be approached in a similar manner[13].   

Figure 7- 3. Three possible geometries for pulling experiments for a UAT-based hydrogen-bonded dimer or 

polymer.   

 

More challenging future experiments can be designed to study local environmental effects in 

close proximity of the bond of interest. As was previously demonstrated, confinement, 

geometry and the hydrophilicity of enzymatic pockets are of major influence on the specific 

catalytic effect in (biological) enzymatic systems[14]. Studying the energy landscape in a 

confined environment of biomolecules such as enzymes[15], may not only shed light on the 

enzymatic pathway but might also generate valuable information regarding future materials 

design. This was for instance demonstrated by Gaub and co-workers[10a,15c] who studied the 

energy landscape of induced DNA slippage as well as the influence of ATP binding to titin 

kinase by controlling the protein conformation using a mechanical pump and probe protocol 

in combination with AFM-based SMFS (see Figure 7- 4a). The technique described above 

could be a valuable tool for studying other mechano-enzymatic proteins as well as synthetic 

mechano-enzymatic systems based on for instance supramolecular interactions.   
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c

d

Completely new insight in the complexity of nature can furthermore be achieved by 

combining single molecule techniques with other (single molecule) detection techniques such 

as optical/magnetic tweezers combined with fluorescent spectroscopy[16], AFM-TIR (Total 

Internal Reflection) spectroscopy[17,18], AFM-SNOM (Scanning Near-Field Optical 

Microscopy)[19], AFM-NMR (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance)[20], AFM-QCM (Quartz Crystal 

Microbalance)[21] and AFM combined with fluorescence spectroscopy[18,22]. These techniques 

lead to new developments in materials design and controlled nanofabrication. Using 

AFM-TIRF in combination with a new technique called blink microscopy[23] nanometer 

control (~50-60 nm) could be achieved which is demonstrated in Figure 7- 4d.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7- 4. (a) AFM-based SMFS is combined with probe and pump experiments to study the influence of 

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) binding on the conformations of titin kinase (TK); (b,c) a certain pump-and-probe 

cycle is used to study the influence of the applied force on the conformation of TK which unfolds below 50 pN. 

Image adapted from ref 15c; (d) a combined single-molecule-cut-and-paste AFM-TIRF and blink microscopy 

experiment. DNA recognition is used to create a nanometer scale fluorescent image which is resolved using 

blink microscopy. Image adapted from ref 23. 
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As is demonstrated in Figure 7- 4, emerging combinatory single molecule techniques 

considerably enhance the amount and type of data that can be obtained on a single molecule 

level. Thus well-designed experiments using a combination of available single molecule 

techniques will eventually provide more insight in the complex processes that exist in nature 

and will guide materials scientist to develop novel and energy efficient products. One 

example of new insight that was recently obtained using existing techniques in a creative way 

is the assessment of binding thermodynamics of cosolutes when a single molecule is pulled 

from a surface. So, in line with the fast-developing area of single molecule techniques over 

the past decades, a smart combination of currently existing techniques might open up a whole 

new realm of approaches which provide us with a more detailed knowledge on phenomena 

that occur on the single molecule level.   
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SUMMARY 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)-based techniques were used to control, manipulate and 

study supramolecular hydrogen-bonded dimers and polymers in organic solvents on a single 

molecule level. Hydrogen-bonded dimers and polymer units were synthesized and 

self-assembled monolayer (SAMs) techniques were exploited to study the forces in 

supramolecular hydrogen-bonded host-guest interactions by single molecule AFM. 

Furthermore the mechanical properties of single supramolecular polymers were investigated 

and the relation of bond strength as a function of the number of polymer linkers N was 

established for supramolecular polymer units linked in series. 

 

In Chapter 2 the influence of non-covalent interactions and self-assembly in nature is 

discussed. Synthetic supramolecular systems and polymers are introduced as well as methods 

to study supramolecular hydrogen-bonded host-guest interactions on a single molecule level. 

Since examples from nature demonstrated its well-controlled and energy efficient use of 

non-covalent interactions and self-assembly, a higher level of understanding is anticipated 

from the detailed investigation of these molecular forces. This in turn will lead to completely 

new approaches in the investigation, manipulation and design of nanostructures and 

self-assembling systems. 

 

Chapter 3 describes the single molecule investigation of self-complementary host-guest 

interactions of ureidopyrimidinone (UPy) dimers and polymers in hexadecane. AFM-based 

Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy (SMFS) was used to investigate the energy landscape of 

the hydrogen-bonds and mechanical properties of supramolecular UPy-polymers on a single 

molecule level. The rupture forces at one fixed loading rate were observed as a function of the 

number of linkers N and were in quantitative agreement with the theory on uncooperative 

bond rupture for supramolecular linkages switched in series. Based on these results, an 

estimate for the value of the dimer equilibrium constant Kdim = (1.3 ± 0.5) × 109 M-1 was 

obtained, which is in good agreement with previously estimated values based on loading 

rate-dependent SMFS in hexadecane. 

 

In Chapter 4 an urea-aminotriazine (UAT)-based donor-acceptor-donor-acceptor 

(DADA)-array and complementary receptors were synthesized. The UAT-receptor was 
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immobilized on gold surfaces using an ultrathin layer of ethylene glycol terminated lipoic acid 

and isocyanate chemistry. The surface chemistry and recognition of this hydrogen-bonded 

array was investigated as a prerequisite for AFM-based SMFS, using contact angle 

measurements, grazing angle Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and AFM. Reversible self-complementary recognition of 

surface-immobilized UAT-moieties and solution borne UAT was confirmed by FTIR 

spectroscopy and AFM-based SMFS. Exploiting the Kramers-Bell-Evans approach, loading 

rate-dependent SMFS measurements yielded a value of the dimer binding constant of 

Kdim = (2 ± 1) x 107 M-1 of this DADA-array in hexadecane. This value is significantly higher 

than predicted on the basis of additive primary and secondary hydrogen-bond interactions. 

The remarkable difference is rationalized by additional intramolecular hydrogen-bond 

stabilization, confirmed by 2D proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) measurements 

in CDCl3, which promotes a planar molecular geometry and stabilizes the dimeric complex. 

 

In Chapter 5 the mechanical properties of UAT-based supramolecular polymers were studied. 

The unbinding forces of UAT complexes were investigated at different fixed piezo retraction 

rates in far-from-equilibrium conditions. The rupture forces of supramolecular UAT-polymer 

chains were found to decrease with increasing rupture lengths and their dependence on the 

number of linkers N was in quantitative agreement with the theory on uncooperative bond 

rupture for supramolecular linkages switched in series. In experiments with three different 

fixed loading rates, identical values for the characteristic bond length xβ, to within the 

experimental error, were obtained. Thus a mean dimer equilibrium constant 

Kdim of (1.1 ± 0.3) × 107 M-1 was estimated. This value is in good agreement with the 

previously measured value for (UAT)2 (Chapter 4). Hence the new approach to estimate the 

relevant parameters for the rupture of dimers in experiments on supramolecular linkages 

switched in series at one fixed loading rate, presented in Chapter 3 for the UPy-system, was 

validated.  

 

In Chapter 6 the influence of solvent polarity on the bond strength of UPy dimers was 

analyzed in 2-propanol, 1-nonanol and hexadecane as well as in binary mixtures of 

2-propanol and hexadecane. The bond strength appears to scale with solvent polarity, which is 

consistent when solvent “competition” is assumed for hydrogen-bond formation. The 

corresponding distributions of the rupture forces were shown to deviate from a normal 
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distribution. Whereas in pure hexadecane the rupture force distributions can be described with 

a Gaussian function, the distributions of rupture forces in polar 2-propanol, and to a lesser 

extent in 1-nonanol, deviate markedly from a Gaussian distribution, as confirmed e.g. by the 

Shapiro-Wilks test. The distributions in polar solvents are tentatively attributed to bond 

rupture in different local environments that may be related to molecular clustering observed 

by others in these solvents. In binary mixtures of 2-propanol and hexadecane similar bond 

strengths and bond strength distributions as in 2-propanol were observed. 

 

In Chapter 7 an outlook is presented on future developments which may create opportunities 

to enhance our understanding of the key contributors to hydrogen-bond stability and their 

influence on the stability and function of higher architectures or even bulk materials. 

Furthermore the feasibility of AFM-based SMFS as a tool for (single molecule) bond strength 

analyses is discussed. Ultimately AFM-based SMFS will contribute to a better understanding 

of the structure-property relationships that determine the bond strength and resulting bulk 

properties of these supramolecular systems.  
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SAMENVATTING 

In dit onderzoek zijn atoomkrachtmicroscopie (Atomic Force Microscopy 

of AFM)-gebaseerde technieken gebruikt om afzonderlijke supramoleculaire 

waterstofbruggebonden dimeren en polymeren in organische oplosmiddelen te manipuleren 

en bestuderen. Voor dit onderzoek zijn verschillende supramoleculaire eenheden 

gesynthetiseerd, die via vier waterstofbruggen zelf-complementaire dimeren en polymeren 

kunnen vormen. Vervolgens zijn self-asssembled monolayer (SAM)-technieken toegepast om 

de bindingssterkte van deze afzonderlijke supramoleculaire waterstofbrugvormende 

complexen en polymeren te bestuderen. Bovendien is er onderzoek verricht naar de 

mechanische eigenschappen van afzonderlijke supramoleculaire polymeren. Met behulp van 

AFM-metingen is zo de relatie van de bindingssterke als functie van het aantal 

polymeereenheden N vastgesteld voor supramoleculaire polymeereenheden in serie.  

 

In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt een overzicht gegeven van de invloed van niet-covalente interacties en 

zelf-organisatie in de natuur. Bovendien worden synthetische supramoleculaire systemen en 

tevens verschillende methoden voor het bestuderen van waterstofbruginteracties op het niveau 

van één enkel molecuul besproken. Voorbeelden uit de natuur hebben namelijk laten zien dat 

het mogelijk is om deze niet-covalente interacties te gebruiken voor gecontroleerde en 

energiezuinige processen. Een gedetailleerde studie naar deze niet-covalente interacties en 

moleculaire krachten zou dan niet alleen moeten leiden tot nieuwe theoretische inzichten, 

maar ook tot nieuwe ontwikkelingen op het gebied van het manipuleren en ontwerpen van 

deze nanostructuren. 

  

Hoofdstuk 3 geeft een overzicht van het onderzoek naar zelf-complementaire 

waterstofbruginteracties van ureidopyrimidinone (UPy) dimeren en polymeren in hexadecaan. 

Door middel van AFM-metingen aan afzonderlijke polymeren zijn het energielandschap van 

het waterstofbruggencomplex en de mechanische eigenschappen van supramoleculaire UPy 

moleculen in kaart gebracht. De kracht die nodig is om een enkel supramoleculair 

Upy-polymeer te breken (voor één specifieke belastingssnelheid of loading rate) blijkt dan af 

te nemen naarmate het polymeer langer wordt. Dit is in overeenstemming met de theorie die 

het niet-coöperatief falen van niet-covalente bindingen in serie beschrijft. Met behulp van 

deze resultaten is vervolgens de bindingsconstante van UPy-complexen in hexadecaan 
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benaderd: Kdim = (1.3 ± 0.5) × 109 M-1. Deze waarde blijkt goed overeen te komen met eerdere 

belastingssnelheid-afhankelijke AFM Single Molecule Force Spectroscopy (SMFS)-metingen 

en voorspellingen gebaseerd op bulkmetingen in andere organische oplosmiddelen. 

 

In Hoofdstuk 4 wordt de synthese beschreven van een op urea-aminotriazine 

(UAT)-gebaseerd donor-acceptor-donor-acceptor (DADA) waterstofbruggensysteem en de 

daarbijbehorende complementaire receptoren. De UAT-receptor is vervolgens via een 

isocyanaatreactie gekoppeld aan een goudoppervlak met een dunne laag ethyleenglycol. De 

oppervlaktechemie en herkenning van dit waterstofbruggensysteem werd vervolgens 

onderzocht met behulp van contacthoekmetingen, grazing angle Fourier Transform 

infraroodspectroscopie (FTIR), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) en AFM. 

Zelf-complementaire reversibele interacties van geïmmobiliseerde UAT moleculen aan het 

goudoppervlak en in oplossing werden gedetecteerd via FTIR spectroscopie en AFM. Met 

behulp van belastingssnelheid-afhankelijke AFM-gebaseerde SMFS metingen en de 

Kramers-Bell-Evans benadering is vervolgens de waarde van de dimerisatieconstante van het 

UAT-complex in hexadecaan benaderd: Kdim = (2 ± 1) x 107 M-1. Deze waarde van de 

bindingsconstante is substantieel hoger dan de waarde die voorspeld wordt door middel van 

een theoretische benadering uitgaande van additieve primaire en secundaire 

waterstofbruginteracties. Dit opmerkelijke verschil wordt verklaard door de aanwezigheid van 

een extra intramoleculaire waterstofbrug die ervoor zorgt dat het systeem moleculair vlak is 

en het complex stabiliseert. Dit werd bevestigd door middel van 2D proton kernspinresonantie 

(1H-NMR)-metingen in chloroform. 

 

In Hoofdstuk 5 worden de mechanische eigenschappen van UAT-gebaseerde 

supramoleculaire polymeren bestudeerd. De kracht die nodig is om een UAT-interactie te 

verbreken werd bestudeerd bij verschillende, vaststaande piëzo terugtrekkingssnelheid en 

omstandigheden die ver verwijderd waren van het thermodynamische evenwicht. Ook voor 

UAT-gebaseerde supramoleculaire polymeren bleek de benodigde kracht voor het verbreken 

van een UAT-complex af te nemen naarmate het polymeer langer was. De relatie voor het 

niet-coöperatief falen van N niet-covalente eenheden in serie komt kwantitatief goed overeen 

met de gemeten resultaten. Verder blijkt voor experimenten met drie verschillende 

belastingssnelheden de berekende karakteristieke bindingslengte xβ gelijk te zijn, binnen de 

aanwezige foutenmarges. Met behulp van deze resultaten is vervolgens weer de gemiddelde 
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dimerisatieconstante voor het UAT complex in hexadecaan benaderd: 

Kdim = (1.1 ± 0.3) × 107 M-1. Deze waarde komt goed overeen met de eerder via 

belastingssnelheid-afhankelijke AFM-metingen bepaalde waarde voor de bindingsconstante 

van het UAT-complex in hexadecaan (Hoofdstuk 4). Deze metingen maken dan ook de 

validatie mogelijk van de nieuwe, in Hoofdstuk 3 beschreven, benadering voor het bepalen 

van de relevante parameters van het energielandschap.  

 

In Hoofdstuk 6 wordt de invloed van de polariteit van organische oplosmiddelen op de 

bindingssterke van Upy-complexen bestudeerd in 2-propanol, 1-nonanol en hexadecaan maar 

ook in binaire mengsels van 2-propanol en hexadecaan. De invloed van de polariteit van het 

oplosmiddel op de bindingssterkte lijkt duidelijk gecorreleerd, wat in overeenstemming is met 

de aanname van oplosmiddel-competitie tijdens de vorming van de waterstofbruginteracties. 

De verdeling van de kracht die nodig is om het UPy-complex te verbreken wijkt echter af van 

een normale verdeling. Terwijl de distributie van krachten in hexadecaan beschreven kan 

worden met een Gaussische functie, wijken de distributies in polair 2-propanol, en in wat 

minder mate in 1-nonanol, duidelijk af van deze Gaussische distributie. Dit werd onder andere 

bevestigd met behulp van de Shapiro-Wilks toets. De afwijkende distributies in polaire 

oplosmiddelen worden toegeschreven aan een veranderende lokale omgeving die kan ontstaan 

indien clustering van moleculen in oplossing plaatsvindt. In binaire mengsels van 2-propanol 

en hexadecaan werden vergelijkbare distributies als in zuiver 2-propanol waargenomen. 

 

In Hoofdstuk 7 worden mogelijke scenario’s beschreven die zouden kunnen leiden tot een 

dieper inzicht en begrip met betrekking tot de belangrijkste effecten die bijdragen aan de 

stabiliteit van waterstofbrugsystemen, hogere orde nanostructuren en misschien zelfs bulk 

materialen. Verder wordt de haalbaarheid van AFM-gebaseerde SMFS technieken als een 

nieuwe methode voor de analyse van bindingssterkte van non-covalente complexen 

besproken. In de (nabije) toekomst zouden AFM-gebaseerde SMFS technieken kunnen 

bijdragen aan een beter begrip van de factoren die bepalend zijn voor de bindingssterkte en 

daaruit voortvloeiende materiaaleigenschappen van supramoleculaire systemen. 
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om na een lange dag echt “thuis te komen”, de gebeurtenissen van de dag te kunnen 

bespreken en je zo af en toe even nergens druk om hoeven te maken. 

 

Heel veel liefs, 

Anika 
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